SCIENCE OBJECTIVES AND OBSERVATION SYSTEM FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MERIDIAN CIRCLE
There is little doubt that today’s political and business leaders, as well as society at large, must face seriously the reality of global climate change and, in a broader perspective, define appropriate actions to protect our fragile high-technology society against the broad spectrum of natural and anthropogenic hazards which threatens it. There is an equal need for the scientific community to offer an adequate response to this major scientific challenge and strive together at the international level to offer the science-based information needed for society to take meaningful actions. The fact that our science sometimes still fails to give consistent, robust, and first-principle predictions of the occurrence and prediction of these hazards is obviously related to the enormous complexity of the Earth System and to the long timescales on which these predictions are to be made. It is essential in this context to recognize our own shortcomings, i.e. that we have not yet fully studied the Earth System as an interconnected whole. Future progress in this direction requires true multidisciplinary research, across a spectrum much wider than what a scientist is accustomed to today. This Forum addresses an important gap in the current global description of the Earth system: electrical, electromagnetic, and magnetized plasma interactions in the Earth System and the important roles they undoubtedly play in how this system works and how it can be monitored.

This is not to say that these interactions have not received their due attention. They have. The vigorous and robust research in Space Weather, which is centered on these interactions, is one of the highlights of Earth System Science in our still-young century. It is the interplay and interaction of the Space Weather System with the theatre of Global Change, namely the troposphere, oceans, land, and different life forms occupying the surface of Earth, which we believe have attracted insufficient attention: these interactions are likely actors in the underlying mechanisms controlling natural hazards and Global Change in the same way as Global Change and natural hazards originating from weather, lithospheric, and oceanic processes and geomagnetic field variations impact Space Weather. Establishing a quantitative estimate of these effects and of the associated energy transfer mechanisms, in both directions, will be a major scientific breakthrough with profound implications.

The central objective of the Forum on “Science Objectives and Observation System for the International Meridian Circle”, whose scientific debates are summarized in this issue of Taikong Magazine, was to address this important
gap in the current description of the Earth System and to offer directions to cover the climate/weather system and space weather in a unified scientific perspective. Jointly organized by the International Meridian Circle Project at NSSC, CAS and the International Space Science Institute - Beijing (ISSI-BJ), this forum was successfully held in the premises of ISSI-BJ on September 23-25, 2019. It was convened by William Liu (NSSC, CAS, China), Michel Blanc (NSSC, CAS, China and IRAP, France), Eric Donovan (University of Calgary, Canada), John Foster (MIT Haystack Observatory, USA), Mark Lester (Leicester University, UK), Mioara Mandea (CNES, France) and Maurizio Falanga (ISSI-BJ, China), with the participation of 34 scientific experts from 13 countries. Our primary goal was to take stock of our research legacy and arsenals in the Space Weather discipline and apply them to the detection and possible prediction of major natural and anthropogenic hazards. This can be done by means of the deployment of a global natural screen on which these hazards can be projected and detected: our Ionosphere, Middle and Upper Atmosphere (IMUA). The international team of participants undertook rigorous and enlightening discussions on future steps to meet this major scientific challenge by joining forces across the five continents. We hope that the summary of this forum will serve as a trigger for a soon-to-come broader international discussion in view of the deployment of the global ground-based observation system of the IMUA we are proposing. With the additional support of new space assets and state-of-the-art computation and modeling capabilities, we trust this IMCP observation system will provide an unprecedented global monitoring of natural hazards and serve the emergence of a new understanding of our home planet.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our Spaceship Earth sails the Solar System in a sea of plasmas, interfacing with it via a critical boundary layer through which a broad diversity of energy transfer processes takes place at time scales from a fraction of a second to millennia: our Earth’s Ionosphere, Upper, and Middle Atmosphere, which will here be named the IMUA for short. Understanding the role that transfer processes through and to the IMUA play in the global changes driven by natural and anthropogenic forcing affecting our planet is a major scientific challenge for the scientific community of the XXIst century. It is this challenge, and the grand vision of a more comprehensive, better integrated and truly interdisciplinary description of our Earth System, which the International Meridian Circle Program (IMCP) has undertaken to meet.

The International Meridian Circle Program (IMCP) is an active proposal to the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology for the international scientific community to address this major scientific challenge. Building on the already funded Chinese Meridian Project, its ambition is to deploy and operate for the first time a global, internationally coordinated observing system which will give us the capacity of monitoring at all relevant spatial and temporal scales the diversity of energy transfer processes affecting the IMUA, may they be driven from above (interplanetary space) or from below (solid and fluid Earth). The main purpose of this report is to describe the successive scientific and logical steps leading to the design of such an observation system.

Section 2 first establishes the “science case” for the IMCP. We summarize there how the different types of natural and anthropogenic hazards, from solar and interplanetary disturbances (disturbances “from above”) to Earthquakes, tropospheric weather disturbances, greenhouse gases emissions and long-term geomagnetic field variations (disturbances “from below”) affect the IMUA and produce imprints on it that can be used to monitor them. On the basis of this analysis, we conclude by defining the “ideal” spatial and temporal coverage required for the IMCP observation system: a pair of two great meridian circles in quadrature covering all geographic and geomagnetic latitudes and capturing the land-oceans contrast.

Starting from this scientific requirement, section 3 describes how the two great meridians should be equipped with a set of instruments that will provide a continuous survey of key parameters of the IMUA. We first describe the categories of instruments that are needed as global networks. We then focus on the design of the meridional chain of instruments running along the “primary” great circle (120° E and 60° W longitudes) which will link Eastern Siberia, Eastern Asia, Oceania, and the Americas with one single and coherent observation system. This primary instrument chain can largely be extrapolated from the instrument suite of the Chinese Meridian Project (CMP), which we will describe first. We then study, with the precious contributions of the European and African experts present at the forum, the potential
for the deployment of a second meridian circle along the 30 E and 150 W longitudes, in quadrature with the first one, which will cover Europe, Africa and the Pacific. This second circle will significantly improve the spatial coverage of the IMCP while bringing new capabilities and new players into the project.

Section 4 offers a preliminary exploration of the most advanced modelling, Big Data, and Artificial Intelligence tools, available today as never before, that the IMCP project will need to mobilize to reach its unique goal of unraveling the complexity and diversity of signatures of the different sources of hazards affecting the IMUA. It shows that a very close link between data, models, and AI interpretation tools will be needed in the definition of the IMCP scientific analysis strategy to maximize its scientific return.

We conclude by drawing some perspectives for the future steps in the design and worldwide deployment and operation of the IMCP with emphasis on the unique strength that a well-designed, balanced and global international cooperation will empower into the project. The need for a space-based complement to the IMCP ground-based observation system, only briefly touched on in this report, is critical and important enough that its preliminary design will justify a full new dedicated forum.

2. SCIENCE CASE

2.1. Scientific Scope, Objectives, and Overarching Science Goals of the IMCP

Our Earth’s geospace is coupled to its space environment via a critical layer through which a broad diversity of energy transfer processes takes place at different time scales from a fraction of a second to millennia, i.e. our Earth’s Ionosphere and Middle-Upper Atmosphere (IMUA). This thin layer which surrounds our planet between approximately 80 and 500 kilometers is a critical interface between “fluid Earth” (shown in blue in the bottom panel of Figure 1) and “plasma Earth” (pink domain in Figure 1).

Indeed, the neutral and ionized components of our atmosphere overlap within this thin layer, with important consequences on the flow of mass, momentum, and energy in geospace: while the dynamics of “fluid Earth” is governed by neutral gas hydrodynamics, the one of “plasma Earth” is governed by the electrodynamics of magnetized plasmas, of which MHD is a simplified scheme. In the overlapping region, i.e. IMUA, the two dynamical regimes co-exist and interact, making this layer a unique coupling domain for dynamical processes and a major sink region for energy transfer processes in geospace.
This domain receives and absorbs energy both from above, via the sun-Earth energy coupling chain which drives space weather events through solar and interplanetary activity, magnetospheric activity, and finally their coupling to the ionosphere and upper-middle atmosphere. It also receives and absorbs energy from the “Fluid Earth” domain: propagating atmospheric waves generated by solar heating and weather systems; thunderstorms, which drive a global electric circuit connecting the lower atmosphere and the upper atmosphere and closing into the ionospheric conductor, as described for instance by Rycroft et al.
injection of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere and their effects on climate change. Finally, the IMUA is also affected by disturbances generated within the “Solid Earth” (shown in black in Figure 1): seismic and volcanic activity, secular changes of the geomagnetic field produced by the geodynamo. These different sources of hazards are illustrated in Figure 2.

One can identify five main mechanisms by which energy released by these different types of disturbances is transferred to and deposited into the IMUA:

1. Irradiation (Electromagnetic or particle): energy deposition from the electromagnetic (EM) radiation of the Sun and background sky into the atmosphere at different altitudes (our main energy source); precipitation of energetic particles (cosmic rays, radiation belts, auroral particles); possible EM emissions of lithospheric
activity and earthquakes; EM and particle emissions of thunderstorms;

2. electrodynamic coupling of: solar and heliospheric activity and disturbances to the magnetosphere and ionosphere, across and along magnetic field lines (the dominant mode for the transfer of space weather disturbances to our upper atmosphere); thunderstorms, feeding the global atmospheric electric circuit which closes into the ionospheric conductor within the IMUA;

3. emission, propagation, and dissipation of atmospheric waves: acoustic-gravity waves, planetary waves, tides;

4. atmospheric circulation changes: perturbations of general circulation (horizontal advection); convection cells, which couple horizontal and vertical motions at different locations and scales; and

5. release into the atmosphere of gas and aerosol produced by volcanic activity and anthropogenic emissions (including greenhouse gases).

2.1.1. Overarching Science Goal of the IMCP

By the action of these different processes, energy deposited into the IMUA is the result of dynamical perturbations developing above and below it. Given a well-designed science plan for their interpretation, they can be used as tracers of these perturbations of geospace, turning the IMUA into a giant, planetary-scale spherical screen on which one can detect, study, and characterize them. The overarching science goal of the proposed International Meridian Circle Project (IMCP) can then be summarized as the need to monitor, understand, predict, and mitigate the hazards and major perturbations threatening our human environment by means of the deployment, coordinated operation, and scientific use of a global observing system that shall provide a continuous monitoring of the Ionosphere and Middle-Upper Atmosphere (IMUA) covering the different temporal scales of these perturbations.

2.1.2. Detailed Scientific Objectives

To reach its overarching goal, the IMCP will deploy a global-scale, ground-based observation system to be complemented by a space segment tailored to its specific needs, which can be used to study the different types of disturbances and hazards illustrated in Figure 2 (clockwise from the top), with corresponding time scales indicated between brackets:
A. **Solar Activity and heliosphere/solar wind/magnetosphere/ ionosphere disturbances** (minutes to decades);

B. disturbances of the troposphere/stratosphere weather system acting through atmospheric waves and atmospheric electricity (hours to years);

C. disturbances and long-term evolution of the climate system (months to decades);

D. lithospheric activity and earthquakes (seconds to years); and

E. secular variations of the geomagnetic field, including reversals (decades to centuries and more) and their long-term interactions with the interplanetary magnetic field.

Three scientific questions will be addressed for each observed source of threat thanks to the increased observation capacity provided by the IMCP observation system:

I. What are their coupling mechanisms to the IMUA?

II. What is their impact on our space environment?

III. How can we use their effects on the IMUA to improve the characterization and prediction of these threats?

This section presents a summary of these different sources of hazards, from A to E. For each one, their main observational characteristics and underlying mechanisms will be presented, and the temporal scales and spatial coverage needed to observe them will be identified.

### 2.2. **Solar Activity and Heliospheric Processes (Hazard A)**

The interplanetary processes that affect Earth’s space environment (illustrated in Figure 3) are linked to the solar origin of interplanetary (IP) magnetic structures. The fast solar wind originating from coronal holes results in corotating interaction regions (CIRs) when it interacts with slower wind ahead. A CIR consists of a region of compressed plasma and enhanced magnetic field intensity moving with speeds intermediated between the slow wind ahead and fast wind behind. Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) originate from closed magnetic field regions on the Sun such as active regions and filament regions. CMEs and CIRs affect Earth’s space environment in two ways: by accelerating particles to high energies and by causing geomagnetic storms. CIRs produce about 15% of all major geomagnetic storms, the rest being due to CMEs. The strength of a geomagnetic storm (e.g. as measured by the Dst index) from an IP structure with a southward magnetic field component \( B_z \) (nT) and a speed \( V \) (km/s) is empirically given by the relation: \( \text{Dst} \) (nT) = -0.01V\(|B_z|\) - 32 (Gopalswamy, 2010).
Several interplanetary processes affect $V$ and $B_z$ and hence the geoeffectiveness of these structures. For both CIRs and CMEs, the minimum requirement for a storm to occur is a southward $B_z$. Once this is met, the storm strength depends on the product $V \cdot B_z$. The speed of an interplanetary CME (ICME) impinging on Earth depends on the initial speed of the CME ($V_i$) measured in the coronagraph field of view and on how $V_i$ changes as the CME propagates through interplanetary medium. The main effect of this propagation on $V_i$ is due to the solar wind drag which decelerates fast CMEs and accelerates slow CMEs. CMEs can also be deflected away and toward the Sun-Earth line by other large-scale structures (coronal holes, other large CMEs), thus modifying the Earthward component of $V$. CMEs can also rotate, affecting the orientation of the field lines that determine the magnitude of $B_z$. Finally, if the ICME is driving a shock, the compressed sheath located between the shock and the ICME flux rope can also be geoeffective if the compressed heliospheric magnetic field in the sheath has a southward $B_z$. At the Sun, $V_i$ depends on the free energy available in the source region. The free energy is stored in the stressed magnetic field lines of the corona and released during an eruption. The kinetic energy (and hence $V_i$) of the CME is closely related to the amount of magnetic flux that participates in the eruption. This is known as the total reconnected (RC) flux. The $B_z$ part of the Dst formula also depends on the RC flux, which is approximately the poloidal flux of the flux rope formed during the eruption. The poloidal flux gives all the components of the flux rope magnetic field, including the $B_z$.

Figure 3: A cartoon illustrating the diversity of sources of space weather events and disturbances (top) and of their effects on human systems.
component needed to determine Dst. Thus, the reconnection process during the eruption at the Sun is fundamental in determining both the V and Bz parts of the Dst formula.

In the case of CIRs, the compression region between fast and slow winds often displays a southward Bz due to Alfvén waves propagating in the solar wind. In the compression region, the wave can be amplified and Bz can be significantly enhanced. The V-part is determined by the speeds of the fast and slow winds that form the CIR.

While the geo-effectiveness of a CME depends on its internal structure and the sheath, the production of a solar energetic particle (SEP) event depends on the shock-driving capability of the CME. The typical speed of SEP-associated CMEs is ~1500 km/s, which is more than the local Alfvén speed. CME-driven shocks are very efficient in accelerating particles by a process known as diffusive shock acceleration. The acceleration efficiency depends on the ambient Alfvén speed, seed particles, and shock geometry. Typically, about 10% of the CME kinetic energy is converted into the energy of SEPs (e.g., Mewaldt et al. 2005). Shocks can form very close to the Sun. CMEs rapidly accelerating to high speeds are generally associated with large and energetic SEP events that have a hard spectrum. These events typically occur in active regions because they are sites of high magnetic energy storage. Shocks also form at large distances from the Sun (beyond 3 solar radii), in which case CMEs are slowly accelerating and result in a soft-spectrum SEP event. The harder the spectrum, the more important is the impact of SEP events on humans and technology in space. CME-driven shocks also accelerate electrons that can be detected in space as electron events. The shock-accelerated electrons also produce type II radio bursts via a plasma emission process. These radio bursts can track CME-driven shocks beyond the coronagraph field of view and often all the way to an observing spacecraft near Earth.

CIRs also accelerate particles, but generally beyond 2 AU from the Sun and the energy and intensity are much smaller than those of CME-related SEP events.

### 2.3. Magnetospheric Processes (Hazard A cont’d)

The short review of Magnetospheric Processes presented in this sub-section focuses particularly on the energetics and dissipation processes of the magnetospheric system.

The diversity of time scales involved in the response of the magnetosphere to the solar/interplanetary drivers associated with solar activity ranges from a few minutes (during solar flares) up to a few days (during geomagnetic storms and substorms). This is also the range
of time scales of interest for studying space weather variability. A modulation of this basic time-scale variability has also been studied in the context of seasonal and solar-cycle time scales.

The main physical process responsible for transmitting momentum and energy from the solar wind to the magnetosphere is magnetic reconnection, which is active in two specific regions of the magnetosphere on the dayside and on the nightside, as illustrated in Figure 4. Based on several decades of intensive studies of these reconnection regions through in-situ observations and large-scale modeling, one can make estimates of the total energy that enters the magnetosphere as a function of the plasma and magnetic field parameters of the interplanetary drivers. Such estimates give values of about \((1 \text{ to } 5) \times 10^{12}\) watts for the power input to the magnetosphere, which represents about 2\% to 5\% of the total kinetic power of the solar wind impinging on the magnetosphere. When compared with the total solar electromagnetic power arriving to

**Figure 4:** Illustration of the two main regions of magnetic reconnection in the Earth magnetosphere (magnetospheric "nose" on the dayside and tail plasmasheet center) by means of which energy coming from the solar wind is channelled into the inner magnetosphere and IMUA after temporary storage in the tail magnetic field configuration.
Earth, the latter is about three to four orders of magnitude smaller.

The power transmitted by the solar wind to the magnetosphere by magnetic reconnection is temporarily stored into the magnetic configuration of the magnetospheric tail before being quickly released and dissipated into geomagnetic substorms and storms, with intensities that depend on the value of the initial transmitted power from the solar wind. The power dissipated in storms and substorms, mainly via current systems, growth of the circum-magnetosphere ring current, and particle precipitation in the ionosphere/atmosphere, can have values of about $10^{11}$ to $10^{12}$ watts.

Of special concern for the technological consequences of space weather impacts is the arrival to the magnetosphere of very intense solar/interplanetary disturbances: they can cause the occurrence of superstorms and extremely intense substorms, with related power values reaching an order of magnitude larger or more than those mentioned above.

Thus, to improve the present capabilities of space weather variability forecasting, it is of primary importance that the Meridian Circle Program helps the international space agencies to define new near-Earth satellite missions which could improve such capabilities, using new techniques and missions that could involve several satellites measuring simultaneously at different and complementary spatial scales, such as the SMILE and SAME missions that are presently being developed and managed by NSSC/CAS.

### 2.4. Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere (MIT) Coupling (Hazard A cont’d)

The transmission of the dynamical state of the solar wind and magnetosphere to the other components of geospace works through what is referred to as Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere (MIT) coupling. Downward coupling by means of transmission of solar-wind and magnetospheric electric fields to the ionosphere and closure of field-aligned currents along magnetic field lines, momentum input from magnetospheric convection, storms, and substorms, and charged particle precipitation into the upper atmosphere link processes in the IMUA layer to the magnetospheric and solar wind drivers reviewed in sections 2.2 and 2.3, as shown in the cartoon of Figure 5 (from Sarris et al., 2019). At the same time, atmospheric waves (tidal waves, atmospheric gravity waves, planetary waves etc.) propagating upward from the lower and middle atmosphere (see section 2.5) also transfer momentum and energy to the IMUA. These drivers from above and from below both interact with the internal dynamic
and energetic processes of the IMUA: control of ionospheric conductivities by solar illumination and precipitating particles; generation of a quiet-time horizontal ionospheric current system by tides locally generated or propagating from below. This horizontal ionospheric current system, whose average quiet-time circulation is represented by the so-called “Sq current system”, closes in part along the equatorial electrojet, a major dynamical feature of the equatorial ionosphere within which the effective conductivities and the total current flow are spectacularly enhanced by the near-horizontal geometry of magnetic field lines (Figure 5). In return, changes in thermospheric structure and winds and in the ionospheric current system couple back upward and downwards, thus contributing to modify the global state of geospace.

We give here several examples of particularly important magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere coupling processes and stress their significance and effects across geospace.

2.4.1. Penetration of magnetosphere-driven Electric Fields to middle and equatorial latitudes

During storm conditions, electric fields of solar wind origin can penetrate the inner magnetosphere to low latitudes. Eastward penetrating electric fields produce a strong E x B uplift at the equator that redistributes ionospheric plasma to higher latitudes. At the equator, a severe total electron content (TEC) depletion can form at longitudes near the South American magnetic anomaly in Brazil. Gravity pulls ions downward along the magnetic field
to higher latitude and off-equatorial peaks in ionospheric density result. This downwelling plasma increases TEC at low/middle latitudes, creating an enhanced and spread Equatorial Anomaly. Figure 6 shows an example of TEC enhancement produced by this mechanism, observed through three successive passes of the CHAMP satellite (see note 2 in section 3.2).

Significant space weather effects are related to this MIT coupling process, including ionospheric scintillations and sharp TEC spatial gradients. Unstable plasma within the Earth’s ionosphere results in irregularities in refractive index. Scintillations occur when radio waves pass through a turbulent ionosphere, reducing signal quality. Scintillations disrupt signals, with important consequences for communications/navigation systems.

Figure 6: An example of an ionospheric Total Electron Content (TEC) perturbation produced on the equatorial ionospheric anomaly by the penetration of an eastward electric field from higher latitudes. Under the effect of the enhanced electric field and upward drift applied to equatorial magnetic flux tubes, plasma is depleted at the equator and diffuses along magnetic field lines away from the equator (equatorial fountain effect), enhancing the TEC at latitudes of 15 to 40 degrees, as shown by CHAMP TEC data in the south-atlantic anomaly region on three successive passes (blue, red and black).
2.4.2. **Storm-Enhanced Density (SED)**

Significant perturbations of the middle latitude ionosphere results from magnetospheric electric field effects during geomagnetic storms. Large-scale dayside increases in ionospheric density and total electron content (TEC) are observed at low, middle, and auroral latitudes as disturbance electric fields and neutral winds uplift F region plasma into a region of reduced recombination. Advection carries nightside plasma across the sunset terminator and draws out plumes of storm-enhanced density (SED plumes) that stretch from the dusk sector to the noontime cusp ionosphere. GPS TEC maps have enabled researchers to determine that SED, initially identified as a disturbance MIT coupling phenomenon on the basis of incoherent scatter radar observations, occurs globally, is associated with large TEC gradients and is a magnetically conjugate phenomenon. Observations of the SED plume at different altitudes indicate that it is a continuous phenomenon extending between the ionosphere and the apex of the magnetic field line. The erosion of the outer plasmasphere and the extension of the plasmasphere drainage plume to the dayside boundary of the magnetosphere are related directly to the characteristics of the SED plume at ionospheric heights. The SED plume cannot be considered in isolation from other disturbance effects since it is only one manifestation of the more widespread interconnected geospace system response to solar wind forcing.

2.4.3. **Sub-Auroral Polarization Stream (SAPS)**

A strong electric field forms in the low-conductivity region between the inner edge of the plasma sheet precipitation region and the plasmapause during disturbed conditions: under such conditions the disturbed ring current drives magnetic field-aligned currents into the sub-auroral ionosphere. Pedersen current closure sets up a strong poleward-directed electric field across the low conductance ionospheric density trough. The associated $E \times B$ plasma drift results in a strong westward (sunward-directed) ionospheric flow channel, the sub-auroral polarization stream (SAPS). The SAPS flow channel leads to sunward plasma redistribution within the SED Plume. Combined ground and space-based observations have shown that the features observed at ionospheric altitudes map directly to features and processes in the magnetosphere. To first order, cold plasma redistribution proceeds such that plasma parcels at ionospheric heights and at the apex of a magnetic field line move together in the $E \times B$ direction maintaining their magnetic field alignment. In this way, ground-based observations of ionospheric characteristics and dynamics provide a remote determination of the occurrence, timing, and
Spatial structure of magnetospheric processes that are important drivers of space weather effects across the coupled system. Statistical studies have indicated the persistence and predictability of the polarization stream. SED is observed on field lines where SAPS overlaps the outer plasmasphere, forming plasmasphere erosion plumes at high altitudes and SED plumes in the ionosphere.

The MIT coupling that leads to the pronounced characteristics of SED and SAPS in the disturbed ionosphere goes far beyond the downward extension of magnetospheric forcing into the lower regions of the ionosphere and atmosphere. The feedback of ionospheric conductivity onto the magnetospheric field-aligned current system results in the SAPS electric field. This electric field transports ionospheric and plasmaspheric material to the dayside cusp and magnetopause, where reconnection redistributes this dense cold plasma through the tail lobes, across the polar caps and into the magnetotail. Injected into the inner magnetosphere during subsequent substorm dipolarizations, these ionospheric ions play a significant role in ring current formation, particle precipitation, and modulate wave-particle interactions and radiation belt energization.

These few examples illustrate the complex nature of the geospace coupled system. These MIT coupling processes and their effects are repeatable but vary in intensity from event to event and are both local-time and longitude dependent. Continuous global observations of multiple parameters are needed to better understand and predict the closely coupled aspects of Earth's space weather system.

2.5. **Troposphere/Middle Atmosphere Weather System (Hazard B)**

The troposphere/middle atmosphere (stratosphere + mesosphere) weather system is a major source of waves and other types of emissions that can propagate to the IMUA, disturb it and be detected there: (i) atmospheric waves over a broad range of temporal and spatial scales, from infrasound to planetary waves, (ii) electromagnetic emissions, (iii) upward-propagating energetic charged particles. The sources and variability of these phenomena are closely connected to the geographical and seasonal distributions of the weather system itself. Figure 7 displays a global map of the average distribution of surface winds for January (panel A) and June (panel B) and the corresponding structure of the air mass motions in a meridian plane from pole to pole. These maps reveal two major characteristics of the mean distribution of wind patterns in the troposphere:

First, it is mainly organized in latitude bands of alternatively easterly and westerly winds as one moves from equator to pole. This dominant
zonal flow is related in the meridional plane to an alternating pattern of convective cells, the Hadley cells on either side of the equator, then the Fennel cells at midlatitudes and finally the two polar cells (panel C). The net average effect of these meridional circulation cells is to redistribute towards the poles the excess of solar heating received in the lower latitude regions and to redistribute the angular momentum carried by zonal winds between adjacent latitude bands.

Second, it shows a very strong wind speed contrast between lands (where they are slower) and oceans (where they reach their maximum values). This contrast is mainly due to the friction effect of land topography on air flow and to the strong temperature contrasts existing between land and ocean surfaces.

The middle atmosphere is divided in two regions defined by their vertical gradient of temperature (see Figure 10, right hand side curve). The stratosphere, characterized by a positive gradient, extends from 10-17 km to 48

**Figure 7:** An illustration of the mean latitudinal structure of tropospheric circulation: at the top, mean zonal wind at ground level for January (a) and June (b), showing that the circulation is dominantly zonal, with a strong intensity contrast between continents and oceans; at the bottom (c), mean mass air circulation in the troposphere, showing the different meridional cells which transport angular momentum and redistribute heat received from the sun predominantly at low latitudes towards higher geographic latitudes.
km. This is the region where the ozone layer is formed. The mesosphere, characterized by a negative temperature gradient, extends from 48 to 90 km. This is a very dynamically active region. In the stratosphere, the main meridional-vertical dynamical feature is the Brewer Dobson circulation (Shepherd 2000; Hauchecorne et al., 2018), displaying an ascending branch in the equatorial region, a meridional transport from the equator to the poles and a descending branch in the polar regions. In the mesosphere, circulation is mainly from the summer pole to the winter pole, with an ascent (descent) of air and an adiabatic cooling (warming) at the summer (winter) pole.

Together with general circulation and weather systems, thunderstorms, and associated lightning strokes are another major source of upward-propagating disturbances. The global annual cumulative distribution of these flashes, shown in Figure 8, has been studied and established by Christian et al. (2003) on the basis of five years of observations by the Optical Transient Detector (OTD), an imaging instrument carried on a 70° inclination low Earth orbit by the Microlab-1 satellite launched in April 1995. This map shows that the worldwide maximum of lightning flash activity is reached in western and central Africa over the Congo basin, constituting a thunderstorm “hot spot” over the territories of Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. It also shows a spectacular contrast between lands and oceans: thunderstorm flashes are in the average ten times more frequent over lands. Thunderstorms are concentrated there over the two major equatorial fluvial basins (Congo and Amazon) and on the eastern coasts of the American and Asian continents, where they are triggered by the flow of cold continental air over warmer ocean water. Just like weather in general, the geographic distribution of

**Figure 8:** Annualized global distribution of lightning strokes over the globe, expressed in units of number of flashes per square km and per year, showing a pronounced maximum over equatorial Africa in the Congo basin over Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of Congo, maximizing over the Rwandan city of Kamembe, and a strong land-oceans contrast. From Christian et al. (2003).
The modes and schematic latitudinal distributions of upward propagating disturbances produced by weather phenomena are illustrated in Figure 9. Its panel A displays in a meridian plane the main sources of waves and weather events in the troposphere and the host of atmospheric waves they produce. The efficiency of atmospheric waves in transferring energy and momentum vertically between the different atmosphere layers is a consequence of the exponential decrease of atmospheric density with increasing altitude: conservation of wave kinetic energy density imposes that their relative amplitude increases exponentially with upward propagation, until it reaches a critical value where the wave breaks and deposits energy and momentum into the mean flow. Let us describe the different wave modes involved in order of decreasing spatial scales (or periods).

Rossby planetary waves (PW) are a consequence of the equator-to-pole gradient

![Figure 9](image-url): A schematic of the atmospheric dynamic processes encountered in the Earth’s lower and middle atmosphere which lead to different types of wave emissions responsible for transfer of energy and momentum between atmospheric layers and between latitude regions: a) planetary waves, tides, gravity waves and infrasound waves (not shown in the figure) generated by topography, weather events and volcanoes transfer momentum and deposit energy by reflection, absorption and/or breaking (from E. Blanc et al. (2018), ARISE FP7 Infrastructure project of the European Union); b) Thunderstorm clouds are responsible for the generation of different types of emissions into the IMUA: Transient Luminous Events (TLE), Transient Gamma Ray Flashes (TGFs) possibly triggered by upward-accelerated electron beams, ELF radio emissions penetrating into the ionosphere and interacting with radiation belts (not shown) (from Blanc E. et al., 2007)
of potential vorticity and are produced by flows over orography and by temperature contrasts between land and ocean. They also contribute very significantly to the vertical redistribution of momentum and energy, and for this reason play an important role in the variability of atmospheric circulation in the IMUA (see the review articles by Salby, 1984, and Hauchecorne et al., 2010). The stratosphere acts as a filter for the upward propagation of PWs. In summer, the stratospheric circulation is from east to west and PW propagation is blocked. In winter, stratospheric circulation is from west to east and PWs propagate upwards with an increasing amplitude until they break. This process can lead to a sudden stratospheric warming (SSW), an event characterized by an increase of temperature of several tens of degrees in one or two weeks in the polar region, a destruction of the polar vortex and a reversal of the zonal wind. The forcing of the IMUA by the lower atmosphere is strongly modified during a SSW. For instance Goncharenko et al. (2018) showed that the electron density in the nighttime ionosphere was dramatically reduced for several days by the effects of the January 2013 SSW.

Atmospheric tides are generated by the solar diurnal excitation of the atmosphere via absorption of solar radiation mainly by ozone in the stratosphere and secondarily by water vapor in the troposphere. They appear as quasi-periodic global oscillations of the atmosphere at the diurnal period and its harmonics. Though of very low amplitude in their source region, they experience a spectacular amplification with upward propagation and reach horizontal wind amplitudes of tens of m/s in the mesosphere, where they can be detected by MF radars (Kishore et al., 2002) and lidars (Kechkut et al., 1996) and penetrate into the lower thermosphere where they can be measured by incoherent scatter radars (Blanc M. et al., 1977; Blanc M. and Amayenc, 1979; Richmond et al., 1980). Adding their effect to the locally generated thermospheric tides, these tidal winds generate ionospheric currents and electric fields in the lower ionosphere by dynamo action which are the main source of the regular Sq daily variations of the geomagnetic field at ground level (see sections 2.8 and 3.2).

Gravity waves (GW), propagating at frequencies above the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, are the most important example of interactions between waves and the mean flow. They are generated by flows over topography, thunderstorm-related convection, cold fronts, and jet imbalance. They contribute to the redistribution of momentum and energy between latitude regions, mainly from summer to winter (Figure 9, panel A) and from the lower atmosphere to the middle atmosphere and lower thermosphere where they break and deposit energy. At the ionosphere level they can be detected as Travelling Ionospheric Disturbances (TIDs). Their sources and contributions to middle atmosphere dynamics and variability have been reviewed by Fritts and Alexander (2003).

At shorter scales, infrasound waves are continuously produced by sources like ocean swells and volcanoes, winds over topography, and thunderstorms. It has been suggested that they can propagate up into the lower thermosphere and contribute to its energy
budget. With the development of the International Monitoring System (IMS) which uses a network of micro-barographs as a tool for the verification of the Comprehensive Nuclear-test-ban treaty, it has been progressively realized that the upward propagation of infrasound waves is very sensitive to winds in the stratosphere (Le Pichon et al., 2008) and can be potentially used in return to measure these winds (see citations in Blanc E. et al., 2015; 2018).

A nice example of the use of the IMS to study atmospheric dynamics can be found in Blanc E. et al. (2014). These authors, analyzing ten years of IMS observations of the emission of gravity waves by thunderstorms over Ivory Coast, Western Africa, unambiguously showed the relationship of GW emissions to the location of thunderstorm cells and the interaction of the emitted waves with the mean wind. They also established that thunderstorms far dominate orography and other sources in GW emission over this region.

Gravity waves, however, are not the only type of upward-propagating disturbances generated by thunderstorms. Until the end of the XXth century, it was believed that the major visible manifestation of thunderstorms was their lightning strokes and associated flashes, corresponding to intracloud or cloud-to-ground electric discharges. But from the end of the XXth century, observations from mountain tops and from space progressively revealed that thunderstorms do not only produce intracloud and cloud-to-ground electric discharges: they also generate a host of other emissions that propagate into the ionosphere, as illustrated in panel B) of Figure 9 (from Blanc E. et al., 2007): Transient Luminous Events (TLE’s), Transient Gamma-ray flashes (TGFs), upward acceleration of energetic electron beams, VLF radio emissions etc.. The role of space observations in the characterization of these phenomena has been crucial, as illustrated for instance by the study of TLE’s by Blanc E. et al. (2010), so much that a new space mission dedicated to their observations and to be launched in 2020, TARANIS, has been developed by the French space agency, CNES (Blanc E. et al, 2007).

In summary, a ground-based observation system like the IMCP designed to capture the variety of emissions of waves, particles, electric discharges, and electromagnetic emissions produced by tropospheric and middle atmospheric weather systems will need to include families of sensors that can detect and characterize these various phenomena. Their geographical distribution will have to be tailored to capture the two main sources of atmospheric dynamics variability we identified: latitudinal variations and land-to-ocean contrasts. As the example of thunderstorm-related emissions illustrates, this observation system will need to be complemented by space observations.
2.6. Long-Term Evolution of the Climate System (Hazard C)

CO$_2$ concentrations due to climate change increase at least up to the lower thermosphere at approximately the same rate as near the surface, as confirmed by satellite measurements (e.g. Rezac et al., 2018). The increasing concentration of CO$_2$ cools the upper atmosphere instead of heating it, because the very low density of the upper atmosphere is not sufficient to trap the outgoing longwave radiation and cooling due to IR radiation by CO$_2$ dominates. While CO$_2$ is the most important driver of global change and long-term trends in the upper atmosphere, there are other trend drivers: secular changes of the Earth’s magnetic field (very regional effect), long-term changes of geomagnetic and solar activity, stratospheric ozone decline and recovery, water vapor (mesosphere), and atmospheric waves (planetary, tidal, and gravity waves), whose impact is largely unknown and varies with time and region. Therefore, trends need not be stable in space and time. The most recent review of progress in trend studies is that by Laštovička (2017).

Figure 10: Summary of the consistent mesospheric, thermospheric and ionospheric trends which form the global pattern/scenario of evolutions associated with mid-term climate change in the upper atmosphere, translated in terms of temperature and electron density. This scenario, directly derived from observations, is supported by model simulations.
Since the publication of the first scenario of global change in the upper atmosphere (Laštovička et al., 2008), it has been continuously broadened and improved by follow-up studies. The resulting observational scenario (Figure 10) is supported by model calculations and confirms that long-term trends are primarily caused by the increasing concentration of CO₂. Trends in mesospheric temperatures are significantly affected by long-term changes of stratospheric ozone concentration, which account for up to one third of observed temperature changes (Lübken et al., 2013). Ozone also produces negative trends in the neutral atmospheric density up to the lower thermosphere, where they produce decreases on the order of -2%/decade at 400 km (Emmert, 2015). Such density decreases can increase the orbital lifetime of low-orbiting satellites but also of dangerous space debris. Ionospheric parameters also display long-term trends (Laštovička, 2017 and references herein). In some regions they are also significantly affected by the secular change of the Earth main magnetic field (e.g. Cnossen et al., 2016).

2.7. Lithospheric Activity and Earthquakes: Effects on the IMUA (Hazard D)

Earthquakes are the result of plate tectonic motions. The major seismic belts and active volcanoes in the world are mainly distributed in the boundary areas of plates (Figure 11, upper panel) with a high concentration along the “fire belt” surrounding the Pacific Ocean, which happens to be nearly tangent to the 120°E and 60°W meridians near its maximum eastern and western extensions. As a result of the collision of Indian, Pacific, and Philippine plates, seismicity in China is particularly strong and widely distributed. Almost all provinces have experienced strong earthquakes with M>6. About 20 active volcanoes have been discovered until now in China, mainly distributed in the northeastern provinces. Although volcanic activity is much lower than seismic activity, the associated hazard is larger.

Seismic activity originates from mantle convection which drives plate motions. It may produce effects in near-Earth space, including the IMUA, by means of Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere-Coupling (LAIC) mechanisms. Although it seems well-established that a significant fraction of earthquakes generates ionosphere anomalies prior to their occurrence (Hayakawa et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2008), the generation mechanisms of seismo-ionospheric disturbances are still poorly understood. The possible coupling mechanisms between seismic activity and the upper atmosphere include:

- electric field mechanisms (Pre-earthquake): vertical electric field emerging from the seismogenic zone and extending into the upper atmosphere (e.g., Freund, 2011;
Freund et al., 2009; Freund et al., 2004; Kuo et al., 2011; Kuo et al., 2014; Sorokin et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2017;)

• electromagnetic wave mechanisms (pre-earthquake): electromagnetic waves emerging from the seismogenic zone (Freund et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2016; Hayakawa et al., 2000; Molchanov & Hayakawa, 1995; Nemec et al., 2008; Simpson & Taflove, 2005); and

• acoustic gravity wave mechanism (co-seismic): AGWs emerging from the seismogenic zone and propagating towards the upper atmosphere (Hao et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2006).

Making progress in understanding these mechanisms and identifying the most important ones requires three-dimensional “steric” observations of earthquake effects ideally covering different altitudes from the seismogenic zone up into the IMUA (described in section 3.2) combined with theoretical and modeling studies (some of which are described in section 4.6). This progress in our scientific understanding of pre-earthquake processes is a prerequisite to the development of a predicting capability on Earthquakes occurrence. Comprehensive reviews of the observational, theoretical and modeling aspects of this major scientific and societal challenge can be found in the AGU book edited by Ouzounov et al. (2018) and in Pulinets and Ouzounov (2018).

Figure 11: Distribution of seismic activity over the world (a) and in China (c). Seismicity is mainly driven by tectonic plate collisions and has a particularly strong occurrence rate along the “fire belt” (b) encircling the Pacific Ocean. The upper panel shows the distribution of major earthquakes in China since 1970 for two magnitude levels : $7 < M < 8.5$ (large red circles) and $6 < M < 6.9$ (small red circles). Credits: Map of major earthquakes in China, Institute of Crustal Dynamics (ICD), China Earthquake Administration (CEA).
2.8. Geomagnetic Field Processes and their Long-Term Evolution (Hazard E)

Solar activity and heliospheric processes are the main sources of external perturbations to the Earth’s environment. Their geo-effectiveness entirely relies on the processes taking place when they interact with the Earth’s magnetic field and atmosphere. Thus, before going further, we will give a brief description of the geomagnetic field, its different sources, and their specific temporal variations.

2.8.1. Sources of the Geomagnetic Field

The Earth’s magnetic field is a dynamic system and varies on a wide range of timescales from microseconds to hundreds of millions of years. The internal sources of the geomagnetic field include those originating in the core and lithosphere of the Earth (see Figure 12). The core field (e.g. Hulot et al. 2015 or the recent IAGA book edited by Mandea et al., 2019) is dominated by fields generated from a self-sustaining dynamo in the Earth’s fluid outer core. This dynamo creates around 95% of the magnetic field strength at the Earth’s surface. The measured magnetic field averages a strength on the order of 50,000 nT, varying, however, between some 20,000 and some nearly 70,000 nT. The strongest scalar magnetic fields originating from the Earth’s core are found in the Earth’s polar regions. The area just off shore of Antarctica, in the ocean between Australia and the Antarctic, possesses the largest scalar magnetic fields, averaging more than 66,000 nT. The core field varies on timescales of months to millennia, even millions of years when reversal processes are considered. The variations on decadal to millennial timescales are known as the secular variation.

Another internal source is the quasi-stable lithospheric field (Purucker and Whaler 2015) which is generated in rocks containing minerals carrying the magnetization and situated below the Curie temperature, generally in the upper 530 km below the Earth’s surface. Globally, its contribution is much smaller and on the order of 20 nT, but it can locally be much larger. It has a bimodal character, lineated above the ocean lithosphere and weaker than the fields associated with continental lithospheres, which are characterized by much more varied directions. At the surface of the Earth, this weakness is dominantly a function of the difference in thickness of the oceanic vs continental crust (7 vs 35 km, respectively). Two kinds of magnetization can exist within cool lithospheric rocks, permanent (remanent) magnetization, and induced magnetization. The direction and intensity of permanent magnetization is dependent on the origin and history of a rock. Induced magnetization
Figure 12: The different sources of the geomagnetic field. a) The magnetosphere shielding our planet against the solar wind; b) Contour lines of the dominating core field intensity at Earth’s surface and downward continued (radial field component) to the core-mantle boundary (CMB). The South Atlantic weak field anomaly is seen as a minimum in the intensity at the surface, caused by a large patch or reverse (blue) magnetic flux at the CMB; c) The lithospheric field caused by magnetized rocks, revealing the striped normal and reverse magnetic field pattern (after Mandea, 2018).
is proportional in magnitude, and generally parallel to the ambient core field. Another first-order observation about the strength of the lithospheric field is that the field, while variable in detail, varies in magnitude from the magnetic poles to the equator by a factor of two, a reflection of a strong contribution from induced magnetization. The lithospheric field changes on time-scales of millions of years except at sources such as active volcanic regions or along mid-ocean ridges.

The geomagnetic field external sources are generated by solar-terrestrial interactions and include those originating in the ionosphere, those which couple the magnetosphere and ionosphere, and those associated with more distant regions of the magnetosphere, in particular the ring current, the magnetotail, and the magnetopause. These fields are produced by electric current systems in the ionosphere and magnetosphere. Strong electric currents are also generated and flow down to the ionosphere in the auroral zones where intense east-west currents, named the auroral electrojets, are produced. The magnetic disturbances observed at high latitudes are due to the magnetic fields of these auroral electrojets.

2.8.2. Geomagnetic Field Temporal Variations

The geomagnetic field is in a permanent state of change. The longer variations, over time-scales of months to decades, mostly reflect changes in the Earth’s core, and the very long ones, from centuries to millions of years, reveal different aspects of core processes and space climate. The shortest time scales are linked to processes arising in the ionosphere and magnetosphere and their coupling, and cover the scope of space weather. We list in the following paragraphs the main characteristics of the core magnetic field temporal variations.

2.8.2.1. Inversions and Excursions

A dramatic change in the core field is the reversal of its polarity or sometimes an important decrease of its intensity which does not reach the reversed, anti-parallel, directional state. The ocean floors and lake sediments are one of the only, albeit imperfect, records of these geomagnetic events (Merrill et al. 1996; Valet 2003). The occurrence of reversals is not constant through time. The last geomagnetic reversal, known as the Brunhes-Matuyama reversal, occurred about 780,000 years ago. Recent estimates indicate that the actual directional shift between the two opposite polarities lasted less than 1 Kyr (Valet et al.
2012). Recently, when investigating this event, Sagnotti et al. (2014) proposed the idea that this polarity reversal occurred over an even shorter time.

Another significant change in the Earth’s magnetic field is produced during geomagnetic excursions. Unlike reversals, however, an excursion does not permanently change the large-scale orientation of the field. These events represent a decrease in the field intensity up to 20% of its normal value and usually last a few thousand to a few tens of thousands of years. The field remains largely dipolar, but wanders away from the rotational axis (Valet et al. 2012). One of the first investigated excursions is the Laschamp event, dated at around 41 kyr ago, which occurred during the last ice age (Korte et al. 2019).

### 2.8.2.2. Secular Variation

The secular variation, defined as the first temporal derivative of the core field, carries information about the dynamics of the core. One of the characteristics of secular variation is the geomagnetic jerks, which are sharp changes in its trend (Mandea et al. 2010). The temporal evolution of secular variations generally appears as a series of nearly straight lines separated by abrupt and short changes of slope — the geomagnetic jerks — which separate two successive straight lines. In spite of many attempts, the physical origin of geomagnetic jerks is not yet fully established. Aubert and Finlay (2019) reviewed them and proposed numerical models of the geomagnetic field favoring the occurrence of geomagnetic jerks.

A better characterization and understanding of these events can provide a way to discriminate internal (core) or external (space-weather) signatures with similar time-scales.

### 2.8.2.3. Dipole Moment Decay

Magnetic field measurements can be used to compute the dipole component of the field and its dominant axial part, parallel to the Earth’s rotation axis. Since magnetic field intensity measurements exist, the dipole moment has decreased by nearly 6% per century. Figure 13 (top panel) shows the temporal variation of the axial component of the dipole field, as computed from the IGRF-12 field model, throughout the XXth century. The observed average rate of decrease is of some 16 nT.yr⁻¹. In some epochs, the field had very different rate fluctuations. For example, around 1980 it diminished twice as fast as nowadays. If
the same rate of decay is extrapolated in time, the axial dipole would reach zero values in less than 2000 yrs. However, the current value of the dipole moment is not as low as the mean moment in the Holocene.

**Figure 13:** (Top panel) Geomagnetic dipole moment variation since 1900 as computed from the IGRF-12 model. (Bottom panel) North magnetic poles positions as obtained from IGRF-12 model (blue diamonds - values at 5 yr interval, red diamonds - values at 1-year interval). The values for 2015-2020 are based on a predictive secular variation.
2.8.2.4. Magnetic Poles Drifts

The positions of the north and south magnetic poles gradually change with time, as illustrated in Figure 13 (bottom) for the north pole. Considering the geofm model (Jackson et al. 2000) and more recent models such as IGRF-12 (Thebault et al. 2015), the locations and velocities of the two magnetic poles can be computed. Such computations indicate that over more than 400 years both magnetic poles have changed their positions, however with very different rates of change for each pole. During the first half of the XXth century, the north and south magnetic poles velocities are comparable, around some 10 km.yr\(^{-1}\). Since 1970 (the time of a well-documented geomagnetic jerk), the north magnetic pole has moved from Canada towards Siberia, with velocities reaching some 60 km.yr\(^{-1}\) (Newitt et al. 2002; Olsen and Mandea 2007) and the south pole towards Australia, with a much lower velocity of around 5 km.yr\(^{-1}\). Figure 13 (bottom panel) shows the positions of the north geomagnetic pole as obtained from the IGRF-12 model. Its drift speed has recently entered a deceleration phase, decreasing from about 53 km.yr\(^{-1}\) in 2015 to 43 km.yr\(^{-1}\) in 2020. The latter value, however, relies on the predictive secular variation.

The location of the north magnetic pole appears to be governed by two large-scale patches of magnetic field, one beneath Canada and one beneath Siberia, and could be linked to a high-speed jet of liquid iron beneath Canada (Livermore et al. 2016). The fast acceleration/deceleration of the north magnetic pole drift has a large impact on space weather, since the locations of all dynamic polar processes are affected by this drift.

2.8.2.5. South Atlantic Anomaly

Another striking characteristics of the geomagnetic field is named the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), a region where the particle flux is unusually high and the total field intensity unusually low (Figure 14), reaching a minimum value around 20,000 nT for the epoch 2020. Comparing MAGSAT and CHAMP satellite measurements and considering only Swarm measurements, it was possible to estimate the changes in the core field intensity over the last decades, which are on the order of 1% per year. The SAA behavior seems to be connected to the general decrease of the dipole moment and to the significant increase of the non-dipolar field in this region. The weakness of the field intensity is caused by an increasing patch of magnetic flux opposite to the dipole direction at the core-mantle boundary. This observed behavior is well reproduced by numerical modeling.
Understanding the evolution of the SAA is important for space weather: this regional weakening in field intensity allows energetic particles and cosmic rays to penetrate much deeper into the magnetosphere than in other regions, resulting in significant space weather effects.

Figure 14: The total field intensity at the Earth’s surface. The South Atlantic Anomaly is the region with the lowest magnetic field values.

2.9. Summary

This section briefly reviewed the different categories of disturbances associated to natural or anthropogenic hazards which can be detected by their imprint on the IMUA “screen”, illustrated in Figure 2. To observe these imprints, the IMCP observation system must be able to capture the space and time variability of these sources. We will now review and synthesize the temporal and spatial coverage characteristics required to achieve this goal.
2.9.1. Temporal Coverage Requirements on the IMCP Observation System

Figure 15 summarizes the characteristic time constants associated with the different types of disturbances and hazards we reviewed in this section, using the same color coding for the three phase envelopes of geospace: solid, fluid, and plasma Earth. The relevant time scales extend from fractions of seconds for LAIC mechanisms transmitting effects of Earthquake-related activity to the IMUA, to decades for climate change and long-term changes in the solar and terrestrial magnetic fields, and to $10^8$ year timescales for changes associated with plate tectonics which will remain outside the temporal filter of the IMCP observation system. In summary, it clearly appears that:

Figure 15: A representation of the time scales of the different types of disturbances affecting the IMUA, from “plasma Earth” (red), “fluid Earth” (blue) and “solid Earth” (black). The red arrow at the bottom shows the time domain that needs to be covered by the IMCP observation system to capture most of these phenomena: seconds to decades. The implication is that this system must be established and operated in a coordinated and consistent way for several decades.
1. on the short time scale limit, a fraction of the IMCP instruments need to cover very short, order-of-seconds variations; and

2. on the long time scale limit, one, or better several decades must be covered by the IMCP observation system. This implies that this system shall be deployed and operated consistently, and its data analyzed and delivered to its community of users over such a time scale. This is a strong requirement for the international organization which will manage it and for the institutions which will contribute to it.

### 2.9.1. Spatial/Geographic Coverage Requirements on the IMCP Observation System: Rationale for two Great Meridian Circles in Quadrature

In order to determine the “ideal” geographic distribution of a global observation system of the IMUA, one must start from a study of the geographical distribution of the sources and expected effects of the five categories of hazards we identified in section 2.1. This is what the different Mercator maps of the Earth grouped in Figure 16 show: from top to bottom, a comparative map of geomagnetic and geographic latitudes (relevant for hazard A), a map of the most seismically active zones of the globe (hazard B), a map of the average tropospheric circulation showing the zonal band and land-ocean contrasts, relevant for weather-related hazards (C) and climate change (D) and finally a map of the world distribution of lightning stroke impacts (C), on which we have overlaid the traces of the 120°E – 60°W Great Circle (red full lines) and of the 30°E – 150°W Great Circle (red dash-dotted lines).

Inspection of the different maps of Figure 16 inspires the following comments:

1. all categories of hazards are well organized in latitude (mainly geographic for weather and climate, mainly geomagnetic for the entries of energy due to space weather), except for seismicity and volcanism. This dominant latitude dependence goes along with a significant longitude dependence for weather and climate, mainly due to the land-ocean contrast. Thus the minimum possible coverage of the IMCP observation system is a full latitudinal coverage, either geographic (hazards B and C) or geomagnetic (A and E). The 120°E – 60°W Great Circle, spanning through east Asia, west Australia, and the Americas, happens to pass very close to the two geomagnetic poles and offers a maximum coverage of lands for the deployment of the instruments: it nearly perfectly combines by all practical means geographic and geographic latitude coverage;

2. to capture the land-ocean contrast, it appears ideal to combine it with a second
Figure 16: Summary of the unique properties of an IMCP observation system deployed along two Great Circles in quadrature, the main 120°E-60°W meridian over east Asia, west Australia and the Americas (full red vertical bars) and a second Great Circle 30°E-150°W over central Europe, Africa, Alaska, Hawaii, Polynesia and the Pacific. The geographic and geomagnetic coverage offered by these two circles is near optimum for a scientific investigation of each of the five categories of hazards described in this section, which will be monitored and studied by the IMCP: A) the Sun-Earth coupling chain and space weather; B) lower atmosphere weather, thunderstorms and the global atmospheric electric circuit; C) climate change effects in the upper atmosphere; D) seismic activity; E) long-term evolution of the geomagnetic field. See text.
Great Circle in quadrature: the 30°E – 150°W meridian happens to cover central Europe and Africa on one side, and to run across the Pacific from Alaska close to the Hawaiian archipelago and to French Polynesia on the other side;

3. the map of thunderstorm activity (bottom panel) strongly reinforces the case for this second Great Circle: while the first Great Circle does a fair job of covering active thunderstorm regions in south America and east Asia, the second one passes over the region of worldwide maximum lightning occurrence in central Africa, and over a remarkably quiet zone around its antipodal point in the middle of the Pacific. It will make it possible to compare the signatures of thunderstorms on the IMUA between two totally different levels of lightning activity; and

4. finally, concerning seismic and volcanic hazards (B), the first Great Circle, given its finite extension in longitude, will cover remarkably well the easternmost and westernmost segments of the circum-Pacific fire belt (Figure 11). As a complement, the second Great Circle will mainly monitor regions of low activity and of intra-plate (hot-spot related) activity, particularly near the Hawaiian archipelago.

In conclusion, the analysis of the material presented at the forum and summarized in Figures 15 and 16 shows that the 120°E – 60°W Great Meridian Circle, complemented by a second Great Meridian Circle meridian at the 30°E – 150°W longitudes, is the optimal possible choice for the deployment of the observation system of the IMCP. Section 3 presents and discusses the possible instrumental components, existing or to be developed, of this “ideal” IMCP observation system.

3. THE IMCP OBSERVATION SYSTEM

The realization of the scientific objectives of the IMCP presented in the previous section requires a continuous acquisition of observations of multiple parameters at a global scale to better understand and predict how the solar output, the interplanetary space, and the different layers of geospace drive disturbances that can be detected by monitoring the IMUA. In addressing this need, the IMCP needs to establish a baseline long-duration observing system consisting of networks of stations or facilities housing multiple instruments. These networks will form the core of the desired observing system and will provide the continuity of observations that is needed. Shorter-duration and regional instrument clusters will also contribute to this objective.

During the ISSI-BJ/IMCP Forum, an international group of participants provided descriptions of the instruments, their capabilities, and existing networks of immediate relevance to IMCP goals. This section provides a summary of their presentations.
3.1. The Chinese Meridian Project

The Chinese Meridian Project (CMP) is a ground-based space environment monitoring facility funded by China’s National Development and Reform Commission as part of a series of major scientific infrastructures. It is a joint effort of more than ten institutions and universities in China, led by the National Space Science Center (NSSC) of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The project was scheduled to be organized in two major steps. The first phase of the project has been put into operation since 2012. The organization of the second phase started in 2019 and will be completed in 2023.

The CMP is a very important component of the design of the IMCP, in the sense that it is a template of its future structure for the following two reasons:

1. after completion of phase II, it will be able to monitor all the chain of energy transfer from the solar output to the space environment above the Earth polar regions and above a representative fraction of the Chinese territory; and

2. it combines in its set-up a series of network instruments using the full diversity of techniques (optical, radio, magnetic, etc.), providing a basic horizontal coverage of the IMUA, mainly deployed during phase I, with a few key “heavy” instruments capable of monitoring in detail the vertical structure or a few columns of the atmosphere above selected experimental sites (lidars and incoherent scatter radars).

The first phase of the project, with the full name of East-sphere Space Environment Ground-based Comprehensive Monitoring Chain, consists of chains of 15 ground-based observatories located roughly along 120°E longitude and 30°N latitude. One chain of observatories, extending along the 120°E longitude circle, starts from Mohe, the northernmost city of China, and runs south roughly through Beijing, Wuhan, Guangzhou, and the island of Hainan (with instruments at Hikou, Fuke, and Sanya) and extends to China’s Zhongshan station in Antarctica. Distances between neighboring stations are roughly 4°-5° of latitude or about 500 km apart, except the Zhongshan station in Antarctica. Another chain of stations was constructed roughly following 30°N, spanning from Lhasa to Shanghai. Each observatory is equipped with multiple instruments to comprehensively measure key parameters of the baseline and time-varying geomagnetic field as well as of the middle and upper atmosphere and ionosphere. Parameters of the solar wind are also tentatively measured.

Instruments of the first phase of the Chinese Meridian Project mainly include magnetometers, traditional and digital ionosondes, digisondes, incoherent scatter radars, high-frequency backscatter radars, mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere radars, meteor radars, lidar, Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPI), and aurora spectrographs. Overall, the instruments can be grouped into four categories, named geomagnetic (geoelectric) field, radio wave, optical, and sounding rocket.
Altogether, 87 instruments have been built and installed. Besides, the space environment monitoring system provided by these instruments, a Data and Communication System and a Research and Forecasting System have also been built and are located in Beijing. The Data and Communications System is responsible for collecting, transferring, processing, storing, and distributing data in quasi real time. All data is made public via the website data.meridianproject.ac.cn. The Research and Forecasting System coordinates observations, develops relevant data analysis and space weather forecasting tools, and promotes international collaborations.

In 2018, the Chinese government approved an even more ambitious program to make a grand upgrade to the Chinese Meridian Project by deploying the instruments shown in Figure 17. This was to be the second phase of the project. This enhanced and more powerful observation system will deploy another 16 comprehensive stations with two main goals: to better cover China’s territory and to build a stereo monitoring capability covering all space spheres of the solar terrestrial system, namely the solar surface, interplanetary space, magnetosphere, ionosphere, middle-upper

Figure 17: Distribution of observatories that will be part of the Chinese Meridian Project at completion of the second phase of the project. The map shows the four focus regions of the second phase: polar regions, north of China, Tibetan plateau and low latitude region near Hainan island.
atmosphere. Complementing the existing two monitoring chains deployed in the first phase, other two chains will be established along 100°E longitude and 40°N latitude respectively, together forming a two-cross network configuration. In this design, four focus observation regions were selected to receive more emphasis. They are the polar regions where solar wind particles precipitate directly into the ionosphere and atmosphere, the north of China whereby disturbances from high latitude regions propagate towards the middle and low latitude regions, the Tibetan plateau region where unique geographic conditions give rise to a particularly complex atmosphere environment, and the low latitude region near Hainan island closest to the equatorial ionospheric anomaly, where ionosphere disturbances and anomalies occur very frequently.

Upon completion of its construction, the Chinese Meridian Project will run nearly 300 instruments deployed at 31 different stations.

Figure 18: Some innovative instruments of phase two of the Chinese Meridian Project
Its instruments include regular ones often deployed in networks, such as magnetometers, FPIs, Lidars, Digisondes. In addition, many innovative and powerful instruments will be developed as part of the second phase, such as radio heliographs with a very wide combined frequency band, three-station interplanetary scintillation telescope (IPS) for interplanetary monitoring, three-station phased incoherent radar to make 3-D measurement of the low-latitude ionosphere, a high frequency radar array for middle to high latitude ionosphere observation, and a synthetic aperture helium lidar to measure atmosphere density up to 1000 km.

3.2. Global Observation Networks

3.2.1. Solar and Interplanetary Observations

The Sun is a unique star that can be observed across almost the entire electromagnetic spectrum, with cross-scales, high resolution, and high sensitivity in all physical parameters, from multiple view-points and close-approaching positions. Based on these observations significant achievements have been made in our understanding of solar surface phenomena, the Sun’s internal structure and dynamics, solar magnetism and solar activity, and the propagation of the solar output through interplanetary space.

In China, the main solar physics observations include the following: the Huairou Solar Observing Station at National Astronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of Sciences (NAOC), that measures and studies the solar magnetic and velocity fields at various altitudes of the solar atmosphere with (1) a 35-cm Solar Magnetic Field Telescope, (2) a 60-cm Solar Three-Channel Telescope and (3) a Monitor System of Solar Activity consisting of a 10 cm full-disk vector magnetograph that measures the full-disk vector magnetic field at Fe I 5324.19 Å and a 20-cm Full-disk Hα telescope that obtains full-disk Hα monochromatic images; the Mingantu Spectral Radioheliograph (MUSER) with two arrays of 40 4.5-meters antennas covering 0.4-2.0 GHz and 602 m antennas covering 2.0-15 GHz with high time, frequency and space resolution for solar radio imaging-spectroscopic observations are operated at Mingantu Observing Station of NAOC. The solar radio spectrometers in dm-cm wavelengths are also operated in HSOS/NAOC. The Fuxian Solar Observatory (FSO) is operated by Yunnan Observatories, CAS, with the 1-meter New Vacuum Solar Telescope (NVST) for high resolution imaging and spectral observations of the Sun. A 70-700MHz spectrometer with a 11-meter dish and high time and spectral resolution is operated as well. The Optical and Near-infrared Solar Eruption Tracer (ONSET) of
Nanjing University with a three-tube telescope working in Hα, continuum and the near infrared He I 10830 Å is also operated at FSO. At Purple Mountain Observatory (PMO), CAS, the Multi-wavelength Solar Spectral telescope monitors three spectral lines: Hα, Ca II, and He I 10830 Å. There are several radio spectrometers operated by Shandong University at metric wavelength, among other instruments. Several solar monitoring telescopes are operated by the China Meteorological Administration in east and west China.

Phase II of the Meridian Project will include a Solar and Interplanetary Subsystem as a new component of the project. It will include (a) Metric and decametric arrays with a dish array in Tibetan Plateau (operated by NSSC) and a dipole array in Mingantu Observing Station; (b) an IPS telescope with three sites and two frequencies including a major site at Mingantu Observing Station; (c) a magnetograph at PMO; (d) a coronagraph at Yunnan Observatories, and (e) a μ-telescope operated by NSSC.

Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) in California of New Jersey Institute of Technology now operates the largest aperture ground-based solar telescope in the world — the 1.6-meter Goode Solar Telescope (GST). GST is the highest-resolution operating solar telescope built in the U.S. in a generation. Benefitting from the long periods of excellent local seeing at Big Bear Lake, the GST, equipped with high-order adaptive optics, routinely collects diffraction-limited spatial resolution (~0.1") photometric, spectroscopic and/or polarimetric data, with a high cadence (<40 s), across the spectrum from 0.4 - 5.0 μm. Since the beginning of its regular operation in 2010, it has provided the community with open access to observations of the photosphere, chromosphere and up to the base of the corona with unprecedented resolution, shedding new light on the fundamental nature of solar activity and the sources of space weather. BBSO is the home of several synoptic programs – Full-disk Hα Global Network, GONG, SOLIS. BBSO expects to join the IMCP.

### 3.2.2. Neutron Monitors

Neutron monitors are particle detectors operating at the Earth surface. They observe particles resulting from the interaction of primary cosmic rays — mostly protons — with the Earth’s atmosphere. If the primary has an energy of about 450 MeV, these reactions create a cascade of hadrons down to sea level. In most neutron monitors these hadrons interact with lead, producing secondary neutrons that are eventually detected via nuclear reactions in counter tubes. A more detailed description of neutron monitors and additional references are given in the open-access article of Bütikofer (2018).

Neutron monitors, which were conceived during the International Geophysical Year, remain state-of the art instrumentation to detect primary cosmic rays in the energy range from about 450 MeV to a few tens of GeV. The
primary particles are the permanent galactic cosmic rays and the sporadic contributions from the relativistic part of solar energetic particle events. The solar events are called ground-level events. The worldwide network of more than 50 neutron monitors allows one to derive the energy spectra, due to the filtering function of the geomagnetic field. For solar energetic particles the network also allows one to determine the anisotropy imposed by propagation along the heliospheric magnetic field.

Neutron monitors continue to be used for scientific research and are of increasing utility in space weather applications, for instance for the monitoring of radiation doses at aircraft altitudes. This made different groups realize that a common and easy access to their data will be mandatory for future utilization. The NMDB project of a neutron monitor database was developed and realized in 2008-09 with support from the European Union’s 7th Framework Programme. After its establishment, the database, hosted and operated by the University of Kiel (Germany), succeeded to integrate a majority of the neutron monitors worldwide. Their data are available mostly with one-minute time resolution via the web site www.nmdb.eu , with more than 30 stations

Figure 19: Long-term evolution of neutron monitor count rates at sea level at a series of stations (color curves) from 1957 to 2019, compared with the monthly average sunspot number. The anticorrelation between cosmic ray fluxes and solar cycle appears very clearly.
providing them in near real time. Besides new data, the database also holds historical data, which in the case of some instruments date back to 1957.

A potentially interesting contribution of neutron monitors to the IMCP is their ability to characterize one of the mechanisms of energy input from outer space and its long-term variation. The impact of cosmic rays on the atmosphere leaves traces such as the production of radioactive nuclides, which can be used to reconstruct solar activity in the past. The impact varies on scales of the 11-year solar activity cycle and beyond: Figure 19 shows the long-term evolution of neutron monitor count rates (multi-colored curves) at sea level, using monitors with cutoff energies between 450 and 1500 MeV. It is well known that the cosmic ray flux is anti-correlated with solar activity during the 11-year cycle, as traced here by the smoothed monthly sunspot number (violet curve). This behavior reflects the obstacle that the heliospheric magnetic field opposes to the entry of galactic cosmic rays into the inner heliosphere. The obstacle evolves on multi-decadal time scales: the heliospheric magnetic field has been decreasing, and the galactic cosmic ray flux incident on the Earth’s atmosphere increasing since the early XXIst century. The minimum cosmic ray fluxes during solar maxima were substantially higher in 2001-03 and 2013-15 than earlier. The data pool of the international neutron monitor network allows us to trace this evolution.

3.2.3. The Geomagnetic Environment

The geomagnetic environment of the Earth is the regime of magnetic currents deforming the magnetic field of the terrestrial dipole, in response to solar wind forcing (see section 2.8). This system of currents basically separates the magnetic field lines originating from inside and outside the magnetosphere, thus sculpting the comet-like magnetospheric cavity: solar wind magnetic field lines are compressed upstream and pulled out downstream into the magnetotail by strong magnetopause and magnetotail plasma sheet currents.

The magnetopause forms a well-defined obstacle to the solar wind. It is threaded by surface currents — the so-called Chapman-Ferraro currents — which result from the pressure balance between the impinging solar wind plasma and the Earth’s magnetic field. Other currents within the magnetosphere are driven by the relative motion of electrons and ions, caused inside the magnetospheric cavity mainly by combinations of convection, neutral wind drag, magnetic field gradients or electric fields. They are:

1. the cross-tail plasma sheet current maintaining the elongated magnetic tail;
2. the ring currents, carried by hot plasma and energetic particle drift motions in
the gradients and curvature of the closed dipole field;

3. magnetic field aligned currents, coupling the tail current and some of the magnetopause and ring currents to the highly conducting upper atmosphere;

4. the so-called auroral electrojets resulting from the closure of these field-aligned currents inside the ionospheric conductor. They flow mostly at high latitudes but can expand to sub-auroral and middle latitude during large magnetic storms;

5. the so-called solar quiet (SQ) current system, driven by thermospheric neutral winds over the dayside ionosphere. They are caused and modulated by solar irradiation which generates significant levels of ionospheric conductivities. This current system appears however to be far from quiet during extreme space weather events; and

6. the equatorial electrojet, a drastic enhancement of horizontal east-west ionospheric currents along the dayside equator caused by the special horizontal magnetic field geometry prevailing there.

In the framework of the studies of space weather impacts on man-made infrastructures, one has come to pay special attention to fast and sometimes violent dynamic changes in any of these magnetospheric and ionospheric current systems, which may induce large electric fields in the terrestrial crust through rapid magnetic field changes at space and ground level (as readily seen by magnetometers), causing detrimental and sometimes destructive currents (so called Geomagnetically Induced Currents - GICs) in any conducting man-made infrastructure around the globe, e.g. powerlines, pipelines, communication lines, and railway systems. Of course the potential for damage by such currents ultimately depends on the crust’s 3-D conductivity structure and network geometry and extent at any given location.

All the current systems described above can exhibit so-called “freak-events” of large and sudden dB/dt, mostly in response to and driven by violent space weather, and can cause varying types and degrees of disturbances in technological systems anywhere around the world. The auroral electrojets at high and sub-auroral latitudes exhibit violent enhancements in terms of substorms and spikes, the physical mechanisms of which are not yet fully understood, which clearly originate from solar wind space weather drivers. The sharp magnetic spike occurring at the beginning of most major magnetic storms, the so-called sudden storm commencement SSC, is the magnetic signal of a sudden and rapid enhancement of Chapman Ferraro currents, when a major CME plasma bubble hits the dayside magnetopause. These SSCs generate immediate and rapid electric field spikes all over the world which can cause potential space weather issues at latitudes usually not affected by the auroral currents systems. Likewise the equatorial electrojet and even the global dayside Solar Quiet current systems can respond rapidly to violent enhancements of the dayside ionospheric conductivities, as induced for example by extreme radiation enhancements caused by so
called solar Flares. Such Flare events can lead to so-called geomagnetic “crochets” all over the dayside part of the world.

Further studying the individual physical processes involved in such current systems and their potential interconnection — or at least the relative dependence of such currents on related solar wind drivers and dynamics — requires a denser and higher cadence observing system for magnetic fields, both in space and on the ground, than is currently available. At present, both the USA (NSF funded projects) and Europe (ESA funded MAGSWEDAN project) expand their magnetic observation capabilities to sub-auroral latitudes in order to better understand magnetic spikes in storms and other GIC-producing disturbances. However, these new observational systems and networks need to be coupled to other lower latitude systems, in order to better establish the global picture of disturbances that is needed.

As orbital constraints and land-mass distribution prevent the deployment of an equally dense global network of magnetometers everywhere, the new IMCP initiative will allow us to populate at least the three most important and readily accessible meridian regions with sufficient instrumentation both on ground (where one should strive for the same characteristics and same temporal resolution of magnetometer data everywhere along these meridians) and in space (where one should utilize high-inclination LE-orbiting multiple satellites equipped with high resolution magnetometers of the type of the ESA SWARM mission).

3.2.3.1. Observation Systems for the Geomagnetic Environment:

Ground-based

In 1832, Gauss demonstrated the ability to measure the absolute intensity of the geomagnetic field, and the first magnetic observatories were installed. Magnetic observatories require a full description of the geomagnetic field and currently two types of measurements are needed: vector and scalar. The vector measurements are generally made with fluxgate magnetometers, which are subject to an instrument drift. To minimize this drift different approaches are used to calibrate their measurements. A scalar magnetometer is typically installed at each magnetic observatory to measure the field intensity. However, such a device provides no information about its direction. To obtain a complementary information about the direction of the geomagnetic field by measuring its declination and inclination, magnetic stations commonly use a fluxgate probe mounted onto the telescope of a theodolite (DI-flux). Modern magnetic observatories use similar instrumentation to produce similar data products (for a full description, see the INTERMAGNET website and documentation: http://www.intermagnet.org/). Most of magnetic observatories record one-second values. Averaged one-minute values of the...
vector components and of scalar intensity are computed thereafter. From the one-minute data, hourly, daily, monthly, and annual mean values are produced.

3.2.3.2. Observation Systems for the Geomagnetic Environment: Space-based

High accuracy and precision measurements of the near-Earth geomagnetic field from space began with NASA’s MAGSAT satellite which flew for six months from 1979 to 1980. This was followed in the first decade of the XXIst century by the Ørsted, CHAMP, and SAC-C magnetic field satellites.

Swarm, the three-satellite ESA constellation, is the most current and most advanced geomagnetic observatory in space. Its three satellites were launched on November 22, 2013, with a four-year nominal mission, after a three-month commissioning phase. In November 2017, the mission was granted a four-year extension to 2021. One of the novelties of the mission is not only the constellation concept, but also the new absolute scalar magnetometer: an optically pumped Helium magnetometer which provides absolute scalar measurements of the magnetic field with high accuracy and stability for the calibration of the vector field magnetometer (Leger et al. 2009). The mission was designed to derive the first global representation of the geomagnetic field variations on times scales from an hour to several years, addressing the crucial problem of source separation.

The three Swarm satellites are identical. The final constellation of the mission was achieved on April 17, 2014. Swarm A and C form the lower pair of satellites flying side-by-side (1.4 degrees of separation in longitude) at an altitude of 462 km (initial altitude) and at an 87.35 inclination angle, whereas Swarm B flies at a higher orbit of 511 km (initial altitude) and at an 87.75 inclination angle. The natural orbit evolution has led to a constellation in which spacecraft B is perpendicular to the lower A/C pair (2018) and later on spacecraft B is counter-rotating to the lower A/C pair every 47 minutes (2021).

3.2.4. Polar Ionospheric Phenomena

The polar region is one of the most dynamical regions on Earth. Its magnetic field lines are highly convergent, nearly vertical, and open to interplanetary space. In this region, energy, mass, and momentum from the solar wind can directly enter into the polar upper atmosphere,
and various dynamical processes generated by solar wind-magnetosphere coupling can be directly mapped to the polar ionosphere. This results in various features specific to the polar ionosphere, such as auroral activity, storm-enhanced density (SED)/tongue of ionization (TOI) (Foster et al., 2005, 2007), polar cap patches (e.g. Lockwood and Carlson, 1992; Carlson, 1994; Crowley, 1996, Carlson, 2012, Zhang et al., 2013), sun-aligned arcs (e.g. Frank et al., 1982; Fear et al., 2014), etc. In the polar cap region, polar cap patches appear often during southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions and polar cap aurora, such as sun-aligned arcs/transpolar arcs, during northward IMF conditions (e.g. Carlson, 1994).

These phenomena are often associated with density gradients resulting in variable disturbances to High Frequency (HF) radio communications, over-the-horizon radar location errors, and disruption and errors in satellite navigation and communication (e.g. Moen et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016). They are also directly subject to space weather disturbances linked to magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT) coupling processes (e.g. Zhang et al., 2015, 2016). However, their formation and evolution under disturbed space weather conditions are poorly understood, and there is currently no forecasting tool to predict them. Improving our knowledge of these phenomena, partly via modeling efforts, is the key to making progress toward improved space weather forecasts and correction of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signals in real-time in the polar cap regions.

Monitoring these phenomena requires large-scale, continuous, and global observations of polar regions by coordinated measurements of multiple instruments from both the space and the ground. With the fast development in the coverage of polar regions by multiple instruments during recent years, such as GNSS ground-based receivers, incoherent scatter radars (ISRs), Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN), and networks of all sky imagers as well as space-based measurements, a wealth of data on the global distributions of plasma and flows and the associated scintillations are now available. This already offers an excellent opportunity to study polar ionosphere phenomena and to understand in detail MIT coupling processes within a global perspective. But there are still many remaining data gaps and low temporal and spatial resolutions in the polar regions, especially in the Antarctic.

Six Chinese stations are deployed in the polar regions, four of which being in the Antarctic (Zhongshan, Great Wall, Taishan, and Kunlun) and two in the Arctic (Yellow River and China-Iceland auroral observatory), complemented by one new station under construction and the icebreaking research vessel Xue Long 1 and 2. China has established world-class observation systems with multiple devices in space physics and space weather both at Chinese Zhongshan Station in the Antarctic and at Yellow River Station in the Arctic, which are one pair of conjugate stations and have already obtained continuous observation data over more than one solar cycle (Liu et al., 2005). Great wall station and China-Iceland auroral observatory are also conjugate with the Millstone hill ISR.
radar site and Japanese Syowa station in the Antarctic, thus offering excellent opportunities to monitor polar ionosphere phenomena from multiple conjugate sites.

Building on the Chinese meridian project (see 3.1) and Chinese observation systems in the polar regions, the IMCP is expected to extend the current observation systems to fill the coverage gaps with ground- and space-based observations, organize global campaigns of multiple instrument observations, stimulate data sharing and develop more powerful models to cover the global Solar Wind-Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere system. The IMCP can also establish a world-class international collaboration and scientific exchange platform, and promote a culture of talent.

3.2.5. Optical Observations of Ionosphere

The IMCP seeks to field core instrument on three meridians to provide both local time and latitude coverage of the IMUA. The IMCP instrument arrays should include comprehensive 3-D Ionosphere-Thermosphere (IT) imaging across a large (not global) region targeting composition, winds, convection, currents, and precipitation sampled with nested baselines and resolutions. These observatories provide deep coverage of the plasma, chemistry, composition, thermodynamics, and related features of the IMUA. Their observations will be processed to deduce electric and magnetic fields, ionospheric currents, velocity, temperatures, and conductance.

Optical and imaging instrumentation arrayed along the meridional strings should include FPIs, Airglow Imagers (simple & complex), Auroral Imagers (simple & complex), Riometers (Imaging), Imaging Spectrographs, and Lidars. UV and X-ray imaging from space would provide important complementary views.

3.2.6. Radio Observations of the Ionosphere

IMCP sciences focus on the geospace environment, especially the IMUA used as a screen to monitor natural and anthropogenic threats to our ecosphere. Studying variations in the plasma Earth is thus central to the IMCP mission. The technology of ionospheric radio sounding was born to make the revolutionary discovery of the ionosphere as an upper atmospheric region of charged particles (plasma). Electrons and their spatial and temporal variations are fundamental factors to influence radio propagation. Ionospheric
radio sounding relies on radio propagation properties in the ionosphere, including refraction, reflection, diffraction, absorption, scattering, and polarization, which are strongly radio-frequency dependent.

1. Ionosondes are capable of accurately measuring the most important ionospheric parameter, foF2 (the critical frequency of the F2-layer), in addition to the whole bottomside electron density profile. This most classic ionospheric sounding technique has led to an accumulation of ionospheric observations long enough to allow for the study of global changes driven by anthropogenic changes or secular geomagnetic field changes. Ionosondes are widely distributed around the world with well above 200+ sites;

2. Incoherent scatter radars (ISRs) are the most powerful ground-based instrument, measuring multiple ionospheric state parameters including electron density, electron and ion temperatures, and ion velocity over a large altitude range (up to normally 500-600 km and sometimes 2000 km), some of which can provide important horizontal coverage. Currently a dozen of operating ISRs (Figure 20) operate at locations of fundamental geophysical significance for the study of magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere coupling, as well as for the vertical coupling between upper and lower atmospheric layers. Next generation ISRs in China and Europe are under construction and will soon become available to serve IMCP science;

3. GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) total electron content (TEC) measurements provide an always-on continuous monitoring of the ionosphere with unprecedented spatial fidelity and versatile temporal coverage over the globe. The most sophisticated GNSS TEC systems make use of 6000+ receivers globally (Figure 21) or thousands of receivers regionally to study geospace disturbances as well as effects of perturbations generated from below (the low atmosphere and the lithosphere);

4. SuperDARN (Super Dual Auroral Radar Network) type HF (High Frequency) radar systems provide measurements of large-scale plasma drifts at high and middle latitudes of the ionosphere. These drifts are the key to understanding magnetospheric forcing and ionosphere-thermosphere responses. Therefore, the technique is essential for space weather sciences. Figure 22 provides the field-of-view of the SuperDARN systems for both hemispheres. While the high latitude has been reasonably well covered, the midlatitude is poorly covered in the Southern Hemisphere, and well covered in Northern Hemisphere, with gaps in Western Russia. The SuperDARN community has started planning an equatorial expansion of its observation system;

5. Other radars with working frequencies ranging from MF (Medium Frequency) to HF and VHF (Very High Frequency) measure structures and dynamics in specific atmospheric regions, e.g. VHF radio waves scattered by equatorial irregularities
Figure 20: A map of the world-wide network of incoherent scatter radars (as of October 2019). (Figure credit: S.-R. Zhang).

Figure 21: A sample of measurements of the total electron content (TEC) storm-time geospace disturbances observed on September 7, 2017, based on the MIT GNSS TEC data processing system. (Figure after Zhang et al., 2019).
for the ionospheric instability study, HF meteor radar echoes from meteor trails for the mesospheric dynamics study, MF/HF partial refection echoes for MLT (mesosphere and lower thermosphere) dynamics measurements, etc.; and

6. radio occultation (RO) techniques onboard LEO (Low Earth Orbit) satellites enable 3-D ionospheric electron density monitoring where and when these satellites are available. In a few years, with more and more CubeSats and LEO satellites becoming available for ionospheric RO measurements, truly global ionospheric imaging will soon become a reality.

In conclusion, a variety of radio sounding techniques are available to measure ionospheric plasma density, temperatures, drifts, irregularities, and disturbances in different regions of the plasma earth. These measurements can address directly the IMCP sciences.
3.2.7. Atmospheric Electricity

Atmospheric electricity phenomena involving disastrous thunderstorm and lightning activity in the troposphere, transient luminous events (TLEs) in the middle atmosphere, terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs) and disturbances of the global electrical circuit (GEC) (see section 2.5 and Figure 9), are of significant importance in understanding the evolution of the Earth and space environment, the exploitation of near space and the sustainable development of human beings. Electrification, charge accumulation, and severe discharge during thunderstorms and lightning may affect the ionospheric characteristics including electric potential and charge density. The large-scale extension (tens to hundreds of kilometers) of TLEs gives rise to a strong coupling between troposphere, stratosphere, middle atmosphere, and even magnetosphere. TGFs with high energy threaten aerospace activities. To date, comprehensive long-term and large-scale monitoring of global atmospheric electricity is lacking, and many issues involving atmospheric electricity are unsolved. To make progress, both ground-based and space-based observations are needed. We can establish national observation networks on TLEs and electromagnetic field measurements capable of locating lightning occurrence, guaranteeing a basic long-term monitoring. For several key and representative observation areas such as the Tibetan Plateau, South China, and Northwest China, comprehensive observations can be conducted by employing ground-based radio frequency electromagnetic field detectors to observe comprehensive parameters in multi-band from ULF/ELF, VLF/LF to VHF and even microwave and to depict the detailed discharge routes of lightning by locating its radiation sources. High-speed optical means (commercial or self-developed), high-energy radiation detection, in-situ E-field sounding of thundercloud, and other complementary instruments could also be deployed. Intensive observation campaigns should be organized to study the complex coupling of thunderstorms and lightning in the troposphere and retrieve the underlying physical mechanisms. High-impact events or global environmental fluctuations related to atmospheric electricity will be effectively and precisely monitored.

Current observing capabilities in China include but are not limited to:

1. ground-based TLEs observation network in some regions of China;

2. low-frequency electromagnetic field monitoring network mainly covering East and South of China, with more than twenty stations;

3. local network on lightning location and multi-parameters detection around the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region (named BLNET), capable of monitoring and locating full-flashes (both cloud-to-ground lightning and in-cloud lightning) in three dimensions;
4. VHF lightning radiation locating system with fine time-resolution (within several “μs”) and precise spatial accuracy (within several “m”);

5. balloon sounding for in-situ electric field measurements in the thundercloud. An observation test has been successfully conducted. The system is also able to detect weak E-field changes inside the cloud. Modification and improvement can be designed for use in a dedicated campaign; and

6. detector for lightning high-energy radiation. For this campaign, network observation can be arranged and conducted.

3.2.8. Lithospheric Activity: Earthquakes and Volcanoes

3.2.8.1. Lessons from Previous Observations

There have been many works on ionospheric anomalies related with earthquakes around the world. Anomalies in electron, plasma density and electromagnetic field have been reported from satellite observations (Gousheva et al., 2008; Pulinets et al., 2002; Pulinets et al., 1998). In China, ionospheric anomalies were also reported to be associated with the Wenchuan and Yushu earthquakes (Liu et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2017; Zhao S. et al., 2016). Based on a comparison of the disturbances caused by a magnetic storm and the Wenchuan Earthquake, Zhao B et al., (2008) concluded that the earthquake’s anomaly generally only appears near the epicenter and has effects in the magnetic conjugate area. Superimposed epoch analysis used to study the space and time distribution of earthquake anomalies showed that these anomalies have a much larger occurrence probability at the southeast of the epicenter and within seven days before the earthquake (Sun et al., 2011; Oyama et al., 2011, 2016).

Ionospheric disturbances of the ionosphere are seen to occur particularly often before large earthquakes. Analysis of satellite data during several of these large events have taught us that:

1. the disturbed area is much larger than what is found with ground-based observations. One earthquake (M=6.5) showed a disturbed area of 60 degrees in longitude both to the west and east of the epicenter, and a latitude area extending 20 degrees to the north and south from the epicenter. This suggests that observations should cover a wide area; and

2. depending on height, latitude, and local time, the disturbance shows different
faces. At the 700-800 km altitude of satellite observations like DMSP and DEMETER, the anomaly appears around the geomagnetic equator, not over the epicenter. The disturbance is identified only when the satellite altitude is below 300 km. The disturbing driver is still not identified.

Plasma drift data obtained by DE-2 satellite showed that the eastward (westward) component of the electric field is enhanced during daytime (night-time), suggesting that the ionosphere is modified by an enhanced dynamo electric field. This could explain the behavior of the ionosphere before the earthquake on March 11, 2011, observed by DE-2, if the dynamo electric field originally produced by neutral winds is modified by Internal Gravity Waves (IGW) due to the ground motion.

### 3.2.8.2. Contributions and promises of dedicated satellite missions

The first scientific satellite dedicated to the study of the ionosphere disturbances induced by seismic and volcanic activity was the DEMETER (Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions) micro-satellite of CNES, launched on June 29, 2004, which operated until 2010. Demeter, from an altitude which varied from 710 km to 660 km and covered \( \pm 65^\circ \) latitude, observed an increase of ULF wave emissions during the month preceding the Haiti 2010 earthquake, and ionospheric anomalies occurring during the 2010 eruption of Mount Merapi. A superposed-epoch analysis of its data as a function of earthquake time showed in the average a consistent but weak increase of the ionospheric electric field intensity a few hours before the occurrence of earthquakes (Nemec et al., 2008). Examples of perturbations of ionospheric parameters in relation with earthquakes in DEMETER data were published by Parrot et al. (2006), Bhattacharya et al. (2007a, b), Pulinets (2007) and Sarkar et al. (2007). Changes of signal intensity emitted by the ground-based VLF transmitters and received on board DEMETER were also observed (Molchanov et al., 2006; Rozhnoi et al., 2007; Muto et al., 2008). A summary of DEMETER scientific results can be found in the CNES archive: https://demeter.cnes.fr/en/DEMETER/lien1_res_scie.htm.

Following DEMETER, the first China Seismo- Electromagnetic Satellite (also called Zhangheng-01 or ZH-01), launched on February 2, 2018 (Shen X., 2018), can detect the geomagnetic field, electromagnetic field, ionosphere in-situ plasma parameters, ionosphere profile structure, and energetic particles. Global geomagnetic field and ionosphere models are currently designed based on its data. On August 25, 2018, CSES observed Natural and Artificial EM Events including earthquake, magnetic storm, and VLF transmitter heating phenomena. Zhangheng-02, the subsequent satellite of
the CSES series, is scheduled to be launched in March 2022. Its observation range will be extended from 65 degrees north and south latitudes of ZH-01 to the North and south poles to provide fully global observations. The interval between two traces of the sub-satellite point will be 2.5 degrees, and its re-visit time two-three days. ZH-02 will carry six scientific instruments identical to ZH-01, two optimized ones and one new instrument, thus improving the quality of scientific observations.

For the more distant future, satellite constellations will be instrumental to achieve further progress, based for instance on a combination of one small satellite and at least six CubeSat of 6U class. These small satellites will be required to measure basic ionospheric plasma parameters such as electron density and temperature, ion composition including O⁺ and molecular ions (NO⁺), plasma drifts, and neutral winds. Monitoring the altitude profile of electron density which might be modified by E field, possibly by topside sounding, will be useful. Each CubeSat will need to be altitude-controlled.

3.2.8.3. Requirements on a Global Observing System of Ionospheric Anomalies Associated to Earthquakes

Based on the current observational evidence and on theoretical studies of LAIC mechanisms, one can formulate two main requirements on an observing system of the ionospheric anomalies associated to Earthquakes:

A. to provide a “steric” capacity that can observe the whole broad column of atmosphere over a seismogenic zone, from the ground to the IMUA and up to its magnetic conjugate zone.

A steric Observation System of earthquake precursors and effects on the IMUA, illustrated in Figure 23, should ideally include:

1. ground equipments measuring crustal deformations, subsurface fluids, seismic waves, etc.;

2. satellite platforms carrying Infrared, Hyper Spectral and D-InSAR and electromagnetic satellites;

3. ionosphere detection by ground-based vertical and oblique sounding and GNSS stations; and

4. measurements of altitude profiles of neutral temperature and wind from the earth surface to 100 km, which are needed to study the possible contribution of AGWs.

Detecting ground motions in relation to satellite and atmospheric observations — a major objective for future observations — can be done with such a steric observing system.
Satellite observations are particularly important, as they provide a global coverage, thus greatly increasing the number of opportunities of observing earthquake effects and improving the science base for possible future earthquake prediction. They can monitor the sea areas, borders and natural disasters in harsh conditions, thus filling the blanks of ground-based observations, in China and elsewhere.

B. To cover the most active seismic zones of the planet, particularly the Pacific fire belt (see Figure 11).

Another major asset of the IMCP, i.e. its international dimension, will be used to encourage and promote international collaboration among earthquake prone countries.

A Steric Observation System deployed along the priority observation zones of the IMCP will provide a 4D Geophysical field information to build global geomagnetic field, gravity field, and ionosphere models, and comprehensively cover the physical coupling between the seismogenic zone and the upper atmosphere, serving national security as well as global geoscience and space science research.

Figure 23: Sensors for the study of atmospheric effects of seismic activity. Several presentations at the forum reviewed the occurrence of earthquake and their observed effects on Earth’s upper atmosphere and discussed the needs for an intensified steric, global observation system that would allow for major progress in the understanding of coupling mechanisms between the seismogenic areas and the IMUA, possibly opening the way to a predictive capability.
3.3. Implementing the Asia-Australia-Americas Meridian Chain

3.3.1. Meridian Chain of Fabry-Perrot Interferometers in Americas

The International Meridian Chain Project (IMCP) will be an extension of the highly successful Chinese Meridian Project (see 3.1 above), which provides extensive latitudinal coverage of geospace environment in the Asian sector. Since Space weather is a global phenomenon, expanding the Meridian project to other regions of the world is a logical next step in its study.

To study solar geomagnetic storm effects on the ionosphere thermospheric winds are a key parameter. Geomagnetic storms start in the polar region, where ion convection in the polar cap is greatly enhanced in response to the southward turning of the IMF Bz component (see section 2.3). Consequently, we see an increase of Joule heating in the polar region with expanding polar cap. Joule heating leads to upwellings in the thermosphere. The resulting uplift of \( \text{O}_2 \) and \( \text{N}_2 \) heavy molecules changes the chemical balance of the ionosphere. The increase of ion recombination induced by increased \( \text{O}_2 \) and \( \text{N}_2 \) densities results in ion density decreases. Joule heating also changes the pressure gradient and enhances equatorward meridional winds, in turn pushing the depleted ionosphere from high to middle and low latitudes. These changes in the ionosphere can affect communication and navigation systems. A key objective of space weather research is to understand how fast and how far can ionosphere depletion extend to middle and low latitudes. A meridian chain of instruments measuring thermospheric winds will make it possible to determine how far ionospheric disturbances travel to low latitudes. Hence, we see the need for a meridian chain of thermospheric wind monitoring instruments, such as Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPI), which measure thermospheric winds by recording the induced Doppler shift in the \( \text{O} \ 630 \text{ nm} \) nightglow emission.

The North-American sector has a long history of FPI observations of thermospheric winds from the Arctic to Antarctic regions. The IMCP can not only revitalize these existing instruments, but also fill some critical coverage gaps and form a truly functional meridian chain. Figure 24 shows the locations of existing instruments and some new FPI deployment sites proposed as a collaborative project to expand the existing FPI network in the American sector. This proposed expansion has many overlaps with the goal of the IMCP. One of the major expenses of deploying instruments on field sites is to build infrastructures (housing, electricity, network connection, etc.). If the IMCP can lay the foundation by providing the necessary infrastructure, it will be then possible to deploy some existing in-house instruments at the selected sites quickly. Such a fully equipped IMCP network can finally track geomagnetic
storm effects from pole to pole and fulfill the need of ionosphere and thermosphere model development by providing critical data sources for validation and assimilation.

**Figure 24:** A proposed expansion plan for the Fabry-Perot Interferometer network in the American sector called Distributed Array of Small Instruments (DASI). If IMCP can provide infrastructure at locations like Goose Bay, Rio Grande, and others, we will have a complete chain. The geographical coverage of the ICON/MIGHTI wind observations is also indicated.
3.3.2. **East-Siberian Chain**

East Siberia is the territory extending from the tundra shore of the North Ocean to the Mongolian steppes between 80 and 140 meridians. The territory is very important for geophysical research, especially in the framework of the IMCP, but it features taiga forests and a lack of infrastructure. Nevertheless, there are two research institutes studying solar-terrestrial coupling and the aeronomy of the high-latitude upper atmosphere there: the Siberian Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics and the Shaffer Institute of Cosmo-Physical Research and Aeronomy, both belonging to the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The institutes have a 60-year long history. Some of their subdivisions have observed the atmosphere, ionosphere, and geomagnetic field for much longer than that — up to 130 years. Both institutions operate a set of observatories organized as regular observational points including special observatories for unique instruments and facilities. As the IMCP intends to study the Earth’s atmosphere in the context of space weather, we need to identify which of these facilities (shown in Figure 25) are the most important to address its goals. The Baikal vacuum telescope studies the fine optical spectral structure of the Sun, the telescopes of Sayan Solar Observatory observe the solar corona and conduct infrared observations of solar system and deep space objects, the Siberian radioheliograph produces radio images of the Sun, the Irkutsk incoherent scatter radar observes the upper atmosphere

![Figure 25: Map of the geographical distribution of the main observation facilities that will contribute to the IMCP observation system in East Siberia.](image)
studies. A geophysical rocket launch pad is placed at a 70-degree latitude. Deployed instruments also include the Siberian segment of the SuperDARN radars, networks of chirp and digital ionosondes, ULF radio signal recording, optical spectrographs, and all-sky cameras (for upper atmosphere airglow studies), and neutron monitors for cosmic ray variability observations. This comprehensive set of instruments is ready for a successful participation in the IMCP as an important part of the meridional chain of instruments.

As some of these observation instruments are aging, there is a renovation program for the instruments — a megaproject proposing to build new or update old instruments. A new 3-m mirror telescope coronagraph for observation of the solar atmosphere with high spectral and temporal resolution will be constructed. The existing radio-heliograph will be renovated to extend its frequency range and upgrade its data recording systems. A new incoherent scatter radar will be able to work in the 10-1000 km altitude range and observe modifications of the upper atmosphere induced by a new HF heater facility, which will work in the 2.6-6 MHz range with an effective power of about 200 MW near lake Baikal. A new stratosphere-mesosphere-thermosphere multi-wavelength LIDAR, working in the common volume of the two radiophysical instruments mentioned earlier, will study the interaction between the charged and neutral components of the upper atmosphere. In addition to its existing optical devices and ionosondes, the geophysical observatory placed under the crossing fields of view of the instruments mentioned above will be equipped with new all-sky cameras, Fabry-Perot interferometers, and grating spectrographs.

Russian participation to the IMCP will capitalize on the previous very successful 25-year long experience of collaborative works in the framework of the Russian-Chinese space weather research center. This entire ground-based scientific infrastructure is needed to support successful space weather research. It will fill the information gap concerning the propagation of solar wind effects in the Sun-Earth space, which is very important for space weather predictions and for studies of the properties of space weather events. In return, information about near-earth space and an improved understanding of Earth’s atmosphere response to space weather events are essential to make progress towards a satisfactory understanding of Solar-Terrestrial coupling and of its effects on humankind and human societies.
3.3.3. Implementing the Europe-Africa-Pacific Meridian Chain

3.3.3.1. FPI Observations of Middle/Upper Atmosphere in Morocco

The main focus of space weather research is the understanding of the whole chain of interactions taking place in the geospace system and in the Earth atmosphere in response to the variety of phenomena consecutive to both impulsive and quiet events driven by solar activity. The thermosphere/ionosphere system is one of the most complex and important layers to be understood in order to properly forecast space weather. In this regard, Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPI) play a crucial role by measuring thermospheric winds and temperature through the Doppler shift and broadening of the naturally-occurring atomic oxygen airglow emissions (see also 3.3 above). These measurements are important for space weather, especially when combined with other similar and/or complementary data from over the globe. They allow us to improve our knowledge of the large-scale structure, dynamics, and electrodynamics of the thermosphere and ionosphere, and the mechanisms driving energy transfer from the magnetosphere to the thermosphere and then from high to low latitudes. A network of interferometers can reveal the latitudinal and longitudinal dependence of the thermospheric response to geomagnetic storms, consequently leading to very valuable information on the coupling between ions and neutrals.

A Fabry–Pérot interferometer (FPI) (Makela et al., 2011, Harding et al, 2014) has been deployed at Oukaimeden observatory (31.2°N, 7.8°W, 22.8°N magnetic) in Morocco since 2014, in the framework of the International space weather initiative (ISWI). To observe the thermosphere at an altitude of 250 km this FPI performs a sequence of five measurements: north, south, east, west, and zenith. The south- and north-looking measurements are separated by 500 km and so are the east- and west-looking measurements. The climatology of the thermospheric winds and temperature has been established as well as the Midnight Temperature Maximum (MTM) phenomenon occurrences (Kaab et al 2017, Fisher et al. 2015, Kaab et al 2019 to be submitted). In regard to the wind climatology, meridional winds are equatorward for the entire night, reaching a maximum speed of 75 ms$^{-1}$ in the summer time. A poleward component is present in winter, in the early evening hours. Zonal winds are eastward during the entire night, with typical speeds around 50 m.s$^{-1}$ during the early evening hours, 75 to 100 m.s$^{-1}$ around 21:00 UT and almost zero before dawn in wintertime. A westward reversal is present shortly before dawn in local summer.

Using the data produced by the FPI, the dependence of the thermospheric winds and temperature on seasons and solar cycle over
our region has been established by Bounhir et al (2017). Comparisons with empirical and physics-based models (HDWM07, HDWM14, MSIS, DWM07, TIE-GCM and GITM) have been achieved (Kaab et al 2017 and El Fakhiri et al 2019 forthcoming paper). From the day-to-day variations of the very quiet time wind pattern, other type of waves superposed to the main diurnal tides are exhibited and can be identified precisely. Figure 26, illustrating the components of the wind on a very quiet night, shows what could be a signature of an

**Figure 26:** Wind components of the FPI look measurements; north, south, east, west and zenith during 02 June 2014

**Figure 27:** Total electron content (TEC) measured over Rabat (33.998°N, 6.854°W) and thermospheric meridional wind north- and south facing components, measured by the Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) over Oukaïmeden Observatory (31.206°N, 7.866°W; 22.84°N magnetic).
upward-propagating tide or a breaking gravity wave added to the main flow. The vertical component of the wind is far from negligible, reaching values of 50 m/s, and the meridional component of the wind has reached values as large as 200 m.s⁻¹ during geomagnetic storms.

The storm case of February 27-28, 2014, by means of multi-data analysis illustrates the importance of FPI measurements to capture the storm-time behavior of the thermosphere (Malki et al 2018). The ionospheric response of the storm was also analyzed using the VTEC data and a wide-angle imaging camera. During this storm, the winds experienced a storm-induced traveling atmospheric disturbance (TAD) behavior, the first one coming from the north and the second one being trans-equatorial and coming from the south, as illustrated in Figure 27. The propagation speed of the TAD was estimated to be 550 m.s⁻¹, which was consistent with bibliographic results. A westward flow was observed from 22:00 to 03:00 LT. Through comparison with the DWM07 (Disturbance Wind Model) prediction model, we found that the model deviates largely inside the TADs. The effects on the ionosphere were also evident through the change observed in the background electrodynamics from the reversal in the drift direction in an observed equatorial plasma bubble (EPB). Total electron content (TEC) measurements of a GPS station installed in Morocco at Rabat (33.998°N, 6.853°W) revealed a positive storm. TADs, when propagating from polar to equatorial regions, cause an uplift in the F-peak height (HmF2), which in turn has a subsequent effect on the increase of the F-peak density (NmF2). Evidence of TIDs was noticeable from the TEC pattern, and this correlates with the meridional components of the wind until 01:00 UT on February, 28 (Figure 26). A negative correlation between HmF2 and NmF2 during the passage of the TAD was observed. A reversal in the drift direction of a plasma bubble was observed, indicating a reversal of the background electric field direction due to the neutral wind disturbance dynamo. The time of the reversal of the plasma drift corresponds to the time when the zonal wind starts reversing westward. The drift velocity matched the zonal wind magnitude, indicating a fully activated storm.

3.3.4. Meridian Chain in West Africa

The region of West Africa is located west of a North-South axis lying close to 10° East longitude. The Atlantic Ocean forms the Western as well as the Southern borders of the West African region. The Northern border is the Sahara Desert and the Eastern border lies between the Benue Trough, and a line running from Mount Cameroon to Lake Chad. It is important to note that the colonial boundaries are still reflected in the modern boundaries between contemporary West African states, cutting across ethnic and cultural lines, often dividing single ethnic groups between two or more states. The West African region concerns
fifteen countries that have both cultural and geopolitical ties and shared common economic interest through the regional organization, the ECOWAS. It is important to note that this region is crossed by the magnetic equator and thus under the direct influence of the equatorial electrojet and its subsequent effects.

### 3.3.4.1. History of Space Research in West Africa

In West Africa, space science research — especially in geophysics — started with the works of Prof. Onwumechili (Nigeria) and colleagues on the Equatorial Electrojet (EEJ), as highlighted in the seminal Onwumechili and Ogbuehi (1967) article. In French speaking countries, space research began with the studies of the French scientists Faynot, Vila, and Vassal (Faynot and Vila, 1979; Vassal, 1982).

It is during the program of the International Year of EEJ for Africa that French speaking countries in West Africa have started being involved in space sciences thanks to the works of the pioneers Ephrem Sambou (Senegal) and Arsène T. Kobéa (Ivory Coast). Their studies were followed by the researches of several colleagues, e.g., Vafi Doumbia from Ivory Coast and Etienne Houngninou from Bénin. The contributions of these colleagues were produced under the supervision and the coaching of French researchers, principally Christine Amory Mazaudier, Fambitakoye (former Niger citizen), Elizabeth Blanc, Michel Menvielle, Ives Cohen, and Rolland Fleury. The next generations involved in this field are represented by Frédéric Ouattara and Pétronille Kafando (Burkina Faso), Olivier Obrou and Jean Pierre Adohi (Ivory Coast). Right now, several young scientists from West African countries are mentored by them. Under the leadership of Mazaudier, a research group has been created (Groupe international de Recherche Géophysique Europe Afrique: GIRGEA. www.girgea.org) and it is currently extended to the Americas and Asia. The contributions of this group to space sciences include more than 60 PhDs and 100 publications and many collaborations with famous scientists from all continents.

### 3.3.4.2. Instrument Deployment in West Africa

In French speaking countries of West Africa, space science began with the study of the ionosphere, using ionosonde stations provided by France and installed in 1966 in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, and in 1975 in Dakar, Senegal, by the observatory of Mbour. During the International Year of Equatorial Electrojet (1993), several magnetometers were
installed in Ivory Coast (four stations) and in Mali (six stations). There are three observatories (Mbour, Senegal; Bangui, Center Africa and Tammarasset, Algeria). Five GPS stations have been installed through West Africa countries in Benin, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Senegal, and Nigeria.

In order to better understand the variability of the African ionosphere due to scintillation, several GPS stations were installed along the magnetic equator. These stations constitute the SCINDA (Scintillation Network Decision Aid) network. The data format is not RINEX and data are not freely accessible.

The main difficulties faced:

- to maintain stations due to the obsolescence of the GPS receivers;
- to operate the station continuously despite frequent power outages;
- to train students for sustainable knowledge and space science development;
- to popularize and reinvest on research results; and
- to inform (scientific publications, exchanges with journalists and citizens, workshops) about the main results.

The main challenges:

- to finance researches in Africa;
- to develop better cooperation, both North-South and South-South;
- to train students with the help of different mentors in each field of research;
- to carry out a better global model that can reproduce the data variabilities for the African sector; and
- to implement several instruments for better future investigations.

### 3.3.4.3. Space Weather Studies in Africa

The fact that the magnetic equator passes through Africa makes it more vulnerable to complex ionospheric processes such as Equatorial Ionospheric Anomaly, equatorial plasma bubbles, spread F, and other such phenomena which are capable of disrupting HF communications in various forms and endanger human lives. The magnetic equator passes over the African continent in a broad range, such that the width of Equatorial Ionospheric Anomaly can be studied in its full spectrum.

The participation of African countries in the United Nations endorsed International Heliophysical Year (IHY) and International Space Weather Initiative (ISWI) programs has
changed the landscape of space weather-related research in the region. Prof. Rabiu’s contribution presented some of the benefits accrued to the African continent and its researchers in the course of the twin programs. Several instruments capable of monitoring space weather were deployed to a number of countries: more than one-third of Africa’s 54 nations actively participated in the twin programs. Today, space weather data streams from multiple equipment installed on African soil during the IHY/ISWI programs. This list includes magnetometers (MAGDAS, AMBER), GNSS receivers (SCINDA and others), Fabry Perot Interferometers, all-sky optical imager, digisonde, SID, CALLISTO, among others. Prof. Rabiu showed the statistics of regional development during the years 2007-2019 in terms of capacity building seminars, workshops, and conferences held in Africa. A number of capacity building schools were organized, courtesy of IHY/ISWI programs in Africa. The

**Figure 28:** Observations in the African continent are very important for the full understanding of the significant space weather effects associated with ionospheric scintillations at equatorial latitudes. The orientation of the magnetic equator is at nearly constant geographic latitude across the African continent (low declination angle) in contrast to the high declination angle of the magnetic equator in the American sector.

Several impacts of the joint annual workshops on GNSS and space weather being co-organized by Boston College, USA, and Abdus Salam International Center for Theoretical Physics since 2009 were discussed.

National participation in space weather research and capacity building has been activated in some African Countries. Nigeria, South Africa, Ethiopia, Egypt, Kenya, and Ivory Coast are examples of countries with current programs in space weather research. The
model of National Schools on Space Weather in Nigeria was presented. Nigeria has hosted a number of International Schools since 2008 and recently held the International Colloquium on Equatorial and Low Latitude Ionosphere, Lagos, Nigeria, in September 2019.

The activities of the Nigerian Center for Atmospheric Research include deployment and management of space weather monitoring facilities such as four GPS stations for Space Weather monitoring, one all-sky Optical Imager, four magnetometers (one AMBER, three MAGDAS), eight locally developed magnetometers (SWONON), one scintillation monitor, one Fabry Perot Interferometer, one SOFIE, and one HF Transceiver. The Centre runs a network of space observatories that has grown to five laboratories already and has become a regional hub for space weather research in Africa. Specifically, the Center started making daily and monthly forecast of Total Electron Content TEC available to public via its webpage (www.carnasda.com) since January 2018. A regional TEC model known as AfriTEC, developed at the Center, is freely available at the Center’s webpage, www.carnasda.com.

**Figure 29:** The coherent scatter Blue Nile Radar (BNR) was installed in 2014 in Ethiopia to observe the E and F region irregularities associated with the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) in the African sector.
3.4. Conclusions and Perspectives

The fundamental goal of the IMCP ground-based observing system is to deploy and operate networks and arrays of complementary instruments which will produce on a regular basis multi-instrument data sets characterizing the average state and disturbances of the IMUA responding to the science requirements identified in section 2. These IMCP-related data sets will need to be readily accessible, common format, real-time data with good spatial and temporal resolution along the chosen configuration of great meridian circles. There are numbers of existing or planned networks of individual or complementary instruments that could contribute to the observational capabilities needed to help realize IMCP scientific goals. Indeed, taken together the desired IMCP instrument suite shall:

- make it possible to characterize the average state and disturbances affecting the IMUA;
- provide a continuous monitoring of the sources of these disturbance acting from above, from below, and from within: solar and interplanetary space disturbances; disturbances coming from Solid Earth (like seismogenic zones and volcanoes) or from Fluid Earth (weather systems, thunderstorms, sources of greenhouse gases, etc.); and
- monitoring of the processes transferring disturbances to the IMUA level (electrostatic disturbances, electromagnetic emissions, atmospheric-gravity and larger-scale atmospheric waves, etc.).

The forum made it possible to establish a preliminary list of networks and instruments that are excellent potential candidates to contribute to the IMCP. This preliminary list, though far from complete, is summarized in Table 1.

The forum also identified some of the key characteristics that shall be met by candidate IMCP instruments and networks of instruments:

- significance of observations for addressing the science goals and spatial coverage requirements identified for the IMCP observation system (section 2);
- existence of a source of continuing financial support;
- availability and involvement of local personnel;
- ability to produce data in a common format and to make them available to users via a developed database capability and real-time WWW access;
- agreement to provide open access to data; and
- accessibility of the facility site and ability to host visiting instruments.
From the forum discussions a “string of pearls” arrangement for the instruments and facilities was suggested, incorporating a smaller number of large-scale high-fidelity instruments (“diamonds”), such as the large incoherent scatter radars (e.g.) PCO, Resolute Bay (RISR), EISCAT, etc. Meso-scale facilities (the “pearls”), such as MERIDIAN, MIRACLE, TREX-plus,
would provide good-fidelity regional coverage of specific parameters in selected regions and these would be supplemented by broad-scale and global observing systems such as (e.g.) SuperDARN, SuperMAG, GNSS, and selected space-based observations.

4. MODELING AND DATA ANALYSIS/ASSIMILATION

4.1. Introduction

Achieving the objectives of the IMCP as a global monitor of signatures of major risks projected on the IMUA screen will require to be able to disentangle and separately identify the signatures of the different categories of hazards (A to E) affecting the IMUA described in section 2.1. A major challenge for the IMCP project is to design a high-efficiency pattern recognition strategy. Given the emergence of advanced pattern recognition tools related to Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, and the major progress accomplished in the power of numerical modeling of the different sources of hazards and of the corresponding energy transfer processes through geospace, this strategy must build upon an ambitious segment of the IMCP project dedicated to modelling, data assimilation, and pattern recognition.

This section reports on the different contributions made during the forum to this important component of the IMCP project. Though not yet comprehensive, the set of models and tools presented below provides a first solid base to design and develop further IMCP capacities in this domain.

4.2. Numerical Simulations of Galactic Cosmic Rays near Earth

Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) originate from the outside region of the solar system. Their fluxes, detected by neutron monitors on the ground (see 3.2), are strongly modulated by the interplanetary solar wind near earth. The short-term variations (~days) of GCRs and their physical mechanisms are not understood well because particles may respond to changes in the solar wind speed (affecting the GCR convection and energy changes), magnetic irregularities (diffusive effects), and the interplanetary magnetic field magnitude
(variations of drifts and diffusion). By means of numerical simulations that combined global MHD, small-scale turbulence, and stochastic transport models, the group of Xiaocheng Guo at the State Key Laboratory of Space Weather, NSSC, CAS, was able to reproduce the recurrent short-term intensity variations of cosmic rays. They compared the simulation results, including variations of the solar wind plasma properties and GCR intensities at 1 au, with observations during the solar minimum between 2007 and 2009. The simulated variations of 2 GV protons roughly agree with the results from the neutron monitors on the ground. The depressions in the GCR intensity are directly caused by the longitudinal and radial decreases in diffusion coefficients from slow to fast solar wind, which is associated with the passages of stream interfaces. The HCS does not order the GCR variation significantly in this work, however. In summary, stream interfaces in the solar wind always trigger depressions in the GCR intensity, and diffusion has a more important role in modulating cosmic rays over a solar rotation than drifts during the past solar minimum.

![Figure 30](image.png)

**Figure 30**: The 27-day periodic variations of 2 GV proton intensity and solar wind plasma properties (left: observations, right: simulations).
4.3. Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere (MIT) Coupling

The solar wind interaction with the Earth's intrinsic magnetic field creates the magnetospheric and ionospheric convections, beautiful aurora, and field-aligned currents flowing between the magnetosphere and ionosphere. During quiet or weakly disturbed conditions, the high and low latitude ionosphere-thermosphere systems are nearly separated. Small scale geomagnetic disturbances, such as sudden commencement due to the solar wind pressure increase, or substorms at nightside auroral latitudes, perturb the high-latitude system. Their energy input occasionally becomes large enough to generate traveling atmospheric disturbances (TAD) and traveling ionospheric disturbances (TID) which propagate equatorward and interact with the low-latitude system. Geomagnetic storm, the largest geomagnetic disturbance, can be triggered when the Sun sends the Earth excessive energies contained in the interplanetary coronal mass ejection (CME) or corotating interaction region (CIR) (see section 2.2). The high and low latitude ionosphere-

**Figure 31:** Suggested considerations for global observational system design and data-model fusion
thermosphere systems then expand and start to interact with each other. In summary, MIT coupling processes occur over multiple spatial and temporal scales and are highly driven by ever changing solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field conditions. In the middle of the chain, the ionosphere is electromagnetically coupled to the magnetosphere and collisionally coupled to the thermosphere.

Figure 31 illustrates some suggestions for the global observational system design and data and model fusion in order to fulfill the goal of the IMCP. In order to understand the energy flow in the coupled MIT system, we need to better quantify energy inputs, including both the kinetic energy of precipitating particles and Poynting fluxes, and to better characterize energy dissipation processes and their consequences, such as joule heating in the auroral zone and thermosphere composition changes. Therefore, a number of key observational measurements will need to be made over multiple longitudes and latitudes simultaneously to provide sufficient spatial coverage (see section 3). Instrument clusters, which can provide comprehensive multiple physical parameters measurements, such as incoherent scatter radars, should be planned at carefully designed locations. This will not only extend the spatial dimensions from the two-dimensional horizontal plane to the vertical direction, but also increase the complexity of the parameter space.

With the rapid development of supercomputer resources, complex numerical models, such as physics-based first principle models, have been widely used in simulating magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere coupling processes and are continuously evolving. Modeling frameworks, such as the University of Michigan Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) (Toth et al., 2005 and 2012), have been created to provide the platform for users to couple various models with each other in an efficient manner. These individual models can use different numerical methods to characterize drastically different plasma regimes. Recent developments include two-way coupling between particle-in-cell model and global magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) model (Chen et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019) to allow a more realistic representation of the physical processes. These sophisticated modeling frameworks could be used to provide guidance on the selection of desired locations for instrument clusters, put localized observations into a global context or even map them back into the magnetosphere for source region identification (e.g., Zou et al., 2017). The comprehensive observations obtained from the network can be used for model validation or assimilation. A combination of comprehensive observations and sophisticated numerical models will enable the prediction of complex behaviors that emerge under constantly varying conditions in the solar wind and reveal how the Earth’s upper atmosphere and ionosphere systems respond to space weather events.
4.4. Plasmasphere Modeling

A three-dimensional dynamic physics-based model of the plasmasphere has been developed at BIRA-IASB (Pierrard and Stegen, 2008). The simulations provide the density and temperatures inside and outside the co-rotating region of the plasmasphere, which is the extension of the ionosphere at higher altitudes (Pierrard et al., 2009). The plasmasphere contains a relatively dense plasma of low-energy (typically 1 eV) electrons and protons, with also a small amount of helium ions. The position of the plasmapause, which is the outer boundary of the plasmasphere, is highly dynamic and depends on the level of geomagnetic activity. During quiet time periods, the plasmapause is located quite far from the Earth (4-7 Re typically). During geomagnetic storms and substorms, it is eroded and a new sharp plasmapause is formed closer to the Earth (2-4 Re) in the post-midnight sector by the mechanism of interchange instability (Lemaire and Pierrard, 2008), due to the interplay between the steady co-rotation electric field and the convection electric field associated to the geomagnetic activity. The convection electric field is obtained empirically from satellite observations and different electric field models have been compared (Pierrard et al., 2008). A plume is generated a few hours after the storm in the afternoon Magnetic Local Time (MLT) sector and co-rotates with the Earth. Following the erosion associated to the storm, the ionosphere refills the plasmasphere in typically a few days, with a refilling time depending on the radial distance, up to the new plasmapause position located further from the Earth. The radial electron density profile near the plasmapause has the shape of a sharp knee just after the storm or substorm, but it can also display some finite thickness (Kotova et al., 2018). Multiple plasmapauses can sometimes even be observed. The effect of the plasmaspheric wind can also lead to a plasmapause far from the Earth after long quiet periods.

This model is available for free run at any chosen date and in real time on the ESA website of SSA (Space Situational Awareness) at http://swe.ssa.esa.int/space-radiation (Swiff Plasmasphere Model (SPM)). It provides the time variations of the density of electrons and ions inside and outside the plasmasphere in the geomagnetic and meridian planes, the plasmapause position and the temperatures of the different particles.

The plasmasphere model has also been coupled with the international reference ionosphere model (used below 700 km) to be able to determine the density and temperature in the ionosphere and especially the ion trough position corresponding to the projection of the plasmapause in the ionosphere (Pierrard and Voiculescu, 2011). This ionospheric trough appears at lower latitudes during geomagnetic storms. Density and temperature in the ionosphere are mainly modulated by day/night solar radiation and the geomagnetic activity.

The results of the simulations have been compared with various satellite observations.
(IMAGE, Cluster, CRRES, THEMIS, etc.) to statistically validate the model (Darrouzet et al., 2009, Bandic et al., 2016, Verbanac et al., 2018 and references therein). As predicted by the SPM model, the plasmapause position is mainly formed in the post-midnight sector. Observations from the meridian perspective by KAGUYA clearly show a plasmapause formation first near the equatorial region, in good agreement with the mechanism of interchange instability (Murakami et al., 2016). Different waves circulate inside and outside the plasmasphere and along the plasmapause, so that such a model of the plasmasphere is useful to determine its influence on radiation belts dynamics (Pierrard and Benck, 2012).

Figure 32: Example of the plasmasphere electron density as obtained from the Swiff Plasmasphere Model (SPM) for the date of 17 March 2015 during a geomagnetic storm. The plasmasphere is eroded and a plume is formed, as clearly visible on the Figure in the afternoon MLT sector (Sun is on the left). The upper panel shows the planetary geomagnetic activity index of Bartels Kp increasing during the storm.
4.5. Ionosphere-Thermosphere-Mesosphere (ITM) Coupling

It is well known that the ionosphere is formed mainly from the photoionization of the atmosphere by solar X-rays and EUV radiations. Since the neutral gas in the upper atmosphere is the background of the ionosphere, the upper thermosphere has a strong impact on the behavior of the ion and electron distribution in the ionosphere. Neutral temperature, composition, and neutral winds of the upper atmosphere all strongly modulate the ionosphere. The neutral temperature can affect collisions and reactions between neutral gas and plasma, and thus influence the energy exchanges between the ionosphere and the thermosphere. The major ion in the ionosphere is O+, which is formed through photoionization of O and lost mainly through dissociative recombination with N₂ and O₂, predominantly with N₂. Therefore the magnitude of the ionospheric density in the F₂ layer depends on the O/N₂ and O/O₂ ratios, mainly on O/N₂. A horizontal wind blowing towards the magnetic equator tends to drive F region plasma (ions and electrons). This upward drift raises the ionospheric peak to altitudes of reduced chemical loss. Additionally, when the neutral gas moves the ionospheric plasma across the geomagnetic field it induces ionospheric

![Figure 33: Cartoon illustrating the main processes that take place and are modeled in the coupled ionosphere-thermosphere-atmosphere system. Credits: NASA's Scientific Visualization Studio https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/4641.](image-url)
currents and electric fields. This is called the neutral wind dynamo process. When the associated electric field is eastward (and the plasma drifts upward) it also tends to move the ionosphere to higher altitudes where chemical loss rate is lower and so increases the peak electron density as the direct transport of neutral winds does.

At the same time, the ionosphere exerts some feedback on the variations of the thermosphere, albeit the plasma density in the ionosphere is much lower (by a few orders of magnitude) than the background neutral species. At high latitudes, the pressure gradient of the neutral gas produced by solar EUV heating is generally balanced by the ion-neutral collision forcing in addition to Coriolis and centrifugal forcings. The ion-neutral collision forcing is very significant because of strong horizontal convection of the ionospheric plasma over high latitudes. This convection results from mapping of the electric field from the solar wind and magnetosphere system along the field lines. The typical two-cell convection pattern has an anti-sunward flow from the magnetic local time midday to midnight, westward return flows on the dusk side and eastward return flows on the dawn side. Its large convection speeds can influence thermospheric winds not only in the F2 layer but also in the lower thermosphere. The effect can be observed in neutral composition and temperature as well (e.g. Thayer et al., 1987).

In addition, especially during storm times, the thermosphere is greatly disturbed by changes of ionospheric convection and associated conductivities, through the effects of Joule or frictional heating processes.

![Figure 34: The simultaneous neutral mass density (top, $10^{12}$ kg/m$^3$) and electron density (bottom, $10^{12}$ / m$^3$) from the CHAMP satellite at around 19 LT in Equinox (day 79-81 in 2002). The UT day runs from right to left. This plot demonstrates the coupling and decoupling features between the ionosphere and the thermosphere at low and middle latitudes and the modulation association with the lower atmospheric forcing (modified from Lei et al., 2010)](image-url)
The ionospheric feedback on the thermosphere is seen not only in the polar regions but also in the low and equatorial regions. The well-known phenomenon in the equatorial ionosphere is the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA), with two crests at around ±15° in magnetic latitude and a trough at the magnetic equator (Lei et al., 2010) — see also section 2.4 and Figure 6. A phenomenon similar to the EIA, called the equatorial thermosphere anomaly (ETA), was identified in the equatorial thermosphere density (bottom panel). Additionally, the zonal wind anomaly at dusk, corresponding to the fast zonal wind, which is associated with ion drag and viscosity, was observed by the DE2 and CHAMP satellites. These are good examples of the coupling of the thermosphere and the ionosphere in the equatorial region.

The two-way coupling between thermosphere and ionosphere prevails throughout almost all solar-geophysical conditions and is significantly modulated by the momentum and energy inputs from above and below. Besides the forcing from solar flux changes and solar wind-magnetospheric energy deposition, lower atmosphere forcing on the thermosphere and ionosphere system, including gravity waves, tides, and planetary waves, attracted a lot of attention from the ionosphere-thermosphere community.

From the observational point of view, thermospheric measurements including electric fields, neutral winds, and composition in different altitudinal range and also different longitudinal sectors are sparse so that they are extremely needed to improve our current understanding of thermosphere-ionosphere-mesosphere coupling. Therefore, it is expected that the observation system of the International Meridian Circle could provide continuous monitoring of the whole atmosphere and of coupling processes in different regions.

State-of-the-art theoretical models, such as the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Mesosphere-Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (TIME-GCM, Roble et al., 1994), the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model with the thermosphere and ionosphere extension (WCCAM-X, Liu et al., 2018), Whole Atmosphere Model (WAM, Akmaev, 2011), and Ground-to-topside model of Atmosphere-ionosphere for Aeronomy (GAIA, Jin et al., 2011), become available for the study of mesosphere-thermosphere-ionosphere coupling.

### 4.6. Models of Ionospheric Anomalies Produced by Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere Coupling (LAIC)

Two Seismic-Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere (SLAI) Coupling models developed to explain earthquake-related ionospheric anomalies were presented at the forum: an Electric field coupling model and an electromagnetic wave propagation model.
4.6.1. Electric Field Coupling Model

The formation of LAIC electric field is mainly based on the p-hole mechanism of rock physics. It is believed that the increase of rock stress before the earthquake will ionize the atmosphere near the surface and generate a large number of additional ions. Ions gather at the bottom of the atmosphere and generate an abnormal atmospheric electric field. This atmospheric electric field maps up to the ionosphere and produces extra E×B drifts, causing an anomaly in the conjugate area as well. Based on this mechanism, Zhou et al. (2017) constructed a 3D ionospheric electric field model which has been applied to explain the anomalies of electron density before the Nepal earthquake, as shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: The electric field coupling model of Zhou et al. (2017) and its simulated result of electron density before the Nepal earthquake. From Kong et al. (2018)
4.6.2. Electromagnetic Wave Propagation Model

There are many VLF transmitters around the world with constant radiation frequencies and powers. The waves from these transmitters do not only propagate in the ground-ionosphere waveguide over long distances. They can also penetrate into the ionosphere. As a propagation media of VLF waves, disturbances of the ionospheric plasma possibly produced by earthquakes will cause a change in VLF signals observed on the ground and on-board satellites. An electromagnetic wave propagation model was developed (Zhao et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2019) to explain the electric field anomalies observed on satellite and ground receivers. For the Yushu Earthquake in China, the field intensity observed by the ground-based receiver was reduced before the earthquake (Shen et al., 2017) as well as the SNR of the electric field observed by DEMETER. The results from the electromagnetic wave propagation model confirm and quantify the effects of electron density variations caused by the earthquake in the lower ionosphere on the electric fields observed on the ground and on low-earth-orbit (LEO), as shown in Figure 36.

4.7. Data assimilation

Progress in data assimilation in the ionosphere in the past decades was reviewed during the forum. The purpose of data assimilation, the most commonly used methods in numerical weather prediction (NWP) and the basic requirements for data assimilation of ionospheric radio wave propagation data were described. The differences of data assimilation approaches between NWP and ionosphere were emphasized. A very brief history and status of ionospheric data assimilation in the past decades was also given. Then, taking the research achievements of Chinese scholars as an example, the application of Kalman filter in ionospheric data assimilation was introduced and the applications of data assimilation in the study of ionospheric storm-time characteristics were described (Yue et al., 2016a, 2016b) including a reanalysis of historical data (Yue et al., 2012). Finally, the role of ensemble Kalman filter in improving the ionospheric short-term prediction due to the relatively short memory of ionized plasma was illustrated (He et al., 2019). Requirements on the IMCP program from the perspective of data assimilation were formulated. Figure 37 shows the global ionospheric electron density and corresponding peak density and total electron content (TEC) map through multi-sources Kalman filter data assimilation.
Figure 36: Abnormal electric field observed on the satellite and on the ground, compared with the simulated electric field calculated by propagating VLF waves into the ionosphere using an International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model. From Shen et al., 2017.
This section reviewed a significant fraction of the modelling and data assimilation tools that will need to be developed and made available to users in order to meet the requirements of the IMCP: numerical simulations of galactic cosmic ray modulation during their transport through the heliosphere and Earth’s environment; MIT and ITM coupling: plasmasphere dynamics; LAI coupling mechanisms and related ionospheric disturbances; ionospheric data assimilation. This first set of models will need to be extended to cover the whole chain of energy transfer processes that leave their imprint on the IMUA. Global predictive models of the propagation of solar and heliospheric disturbances through interplanetary space and of their effects on the magnetosphere as well as global to regional models of the propagation of disturbances within the IMUA itself will be particularly important additions.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Our Earth’s geospace is coupled to its space environment via a critical layer through which a broad diversity of energy transfer processes takes place at time scales from a fraction of a second to millenia: its Ionosphere, Upper, and Middle Atmosphere (IMUA). As the presentations and discussions at this forum showed, understanding how these processes affect the IMUA from above, from below, and from within is a major scientific challenge for the XXIst century with important social implications.

Indeed, by using the IMUA as a “screen”, we will be able to better detect, understand, mitigate, and sometimes predict the diversity of natural and anthropogenic hazards (solar activity, changes in the geomagnetic field, earthquakes, atmospheric, and climatic disturbances, etc.) threatening ecosystems and human activities. We will also better assess their impacts on our space environment itself, with increasingly important implications on the safety of ground infrastructures, space systems, and space flight. Reaching this objective requires the deployment and coordinated operation of a global ground-based network of instruments to continuously and globally monitor key parameters of the IMUA.

The forum exchanges laid the foundations of the science case driving the design of this observing system. An integration of the diverse measurement requirements produced by this science case showed that the “ideal” geometry for the observing system is a set of two great meridian circles: the 120°E-60°W great circle, running over Eastern Asia, Australia, and the Americas, complemented by a second great circle along the 30°E-150°W meridians and covering Europe, Africa, and central Pacific. Deploying a chain of scientific instruments observing the IMUA along these two great circles will uniquely allow to cover its variations in geographic and geomagnetic latitudes, to monitor the most active regions of seismic and thunderstorm activity, and to capture the contrasts between lands and oceans. Deploying and operating this chain of instruments along these two great circles is the objective of the International Meridian Circle Project (IMCP), a “big science” international project currently candidate for funding in China.

To field a globe-circulating array of instruments along these two great circles, the IMCP will integrate existing or planned instruments operated by many countries over the world into a coherent observation system. Low-cost, uniform instrument clusters, and arrays will be supplemented by larger, facility-class instruments such as lidars and ionospheric radars. China’s Meridian Project, whose Phase II is currently under deployment, will provide a template for the global IMCP network. The international team of experts attending the forum concluded that the strong scientific potential and high motivation needed to assemble the type of network required for the IMCP exist. Networking of the existing instruments will have to be complemented by a limited set of new instruments along the two
circles. Establishment of a strong international coordination to operate the IMCP network and jointly analyze its data will be a key element of success.

The most advanced models, data assimilation, and Artificial Intelligence tools will have to be mobilized to recognize the characteristic imprints of the different sources of hazards on the IMUA in the huge volume of data produced by the IMCP. The preliminary review of these tools accomplished during the forum showed that a very strong interplay between production and analysis of observational data, use of advanced numerical models, and data assimilation techniques will be required to take the best possible advantage of the outstanding research and monitoring tool which the IMCP will offer to the international scientific community. This synergistic use of data, models, and pattern recognition tools will have to be built from the very beginning in the global design of the IMCP scientific strategy.

Complementing the ground-based observing system of the IMCP by a specifically designed space-based component will substantially improve the coverage of IMUA key parameters. Such a space segment will make it possible to fully disentangle spatial and temporal variations and to give access to critical regions of the IMUA which are not easily accessible by ground-based measurements, such as the mesosphere/lower thermosphere transition region. Discussion of this space segment should be the subject of a dedicated forum, which the participants proposed to be organized by the International Space Science Institute in Bern, Switzerland.

More than sixty years ago, the International Geophysical Year accomplished a comprehensive investigation of our planet as a set of superposed layers. Since then, much progress has been accomplished towards a better understanding of each layer, but to address today’s most important scientific questions we need to understand the Earth as a global whole, thus integrating coupling between layers. Some of the most complex and most poorly known of these coupling mechanisms occur within the IMUA, which, however, remains poorly explored. The participants to the forum unanimously concluded that deploying and operating the IMCP observation system will provide a major contribution to this perspective, as well as to a far better understanding and monitoring of the impacts of space weather on human activities of all kinds. They enthusiastically agreed to work together across the five continents to achieve this great and exciting goal.
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